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Intellectual Property Rights 
IPRs essential or potentially essential to the present document may have been declared to ETSI. The information 
pertaining to these essential IPRs, if any, is publicly available for ETSI members and non-members, and can be found 
in ETSI SR 000 314: "Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs); Essential, or potentially Essential, IPRs notified to ETSI in 
respect of ETSI standards", which is available from the ETSI Secretariat. Latest updates are available on the ETSI Web 
server (http://webapp.etsi.org/IPR/home.asp). 

Pursuant to the ETSI IPR Policy, no investigation, including IPR searches, has been carried out by ETSI. No guarantee 
can be given as to the existence of other IPRs not referenced in ETSI SR 000 314 (or the updates on the ETSI Web 
server) which are, or may be, or may become, essential to the present document. 

Foreword 
This Technical Specification (TS) has been produced by ETSI Technical Committee Satellite Earth Stations and 
Systems (SES). 

The present document is specifying the Satellite Radio Interface referenced as SRI Family A at ITU-R, in the frame of 
ITU-R Recommendation M.1457 [7]. 

The present document is part 2, sub-part 2 of a multi-part deliverable covering Satellite Earth Stations and Systems 
(SES); Satellite Component of UMTS/IMT-2000; A-family, as identified below: 

Part 1: "Physical channels and mapping of transport channels into physical channels"; 

Part 2: "Multiplexing and channel coding"; 

Sub-part 1:  "G-family (S-UMTS-G 25.212)"; 

Sub-part 2: "A-family (S-UMTS-A 25.212)"; 

Part 3: "Spreading and modulation"; 

Part 4: "Physical layer procedures"; 

Part 5: "UE Radio Transmission and Reception"; 

Part 6: "Ground stations and space segment radio transmission and reception". 

Introduction 
S-UMTS stands for the Satellite component of the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System. S-UMTS systems will 
complement the terrestrial UMTS (T-UMTS) and inter-work with other IMT-2000 family members through the UMTS 
core network. S-UMTS will be used to deliver 3rd generation mobile satellite services (MSS) utilizing either low (LEO) 
or medium (MEO) earth orbiting, or geostationary (GEO) satellite(s). S-UMTS systems are based on terrestrial 3GPP 
specifications and will support access to GSM / UMTS core networks.  

NOTE 1: The term T-UMTS will be used in the present document to further differentiate the Terrestrial UMTS 
component. 

Due to the differences between terrestrial and satellite channel characteristics, some modifications to the terrestrial 
UMTS (T-UMTS) standards are necessary. Some specifications are directly applicable, whereas others are applicable 
with modifications. Similarly, some T-UMTS specifications do not apply, whilst some S-UMTS specifications have no 
corresponding T-UMTS specification.  

http://webapp.etsi.org/IPR/home.asp
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Since S-UMTS is derived from T-UMTS, the organization of the S-UMTS specifications closely follows the original 
3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) structure. The S-UMTS numbers have been designed to correspond to the 
3GPP terrestrial UMTS numbering system. All S-UMTS specifications are allocated a unique S-UMTS number as 
follows: 

S-UMTS-n xx.yyy 

Where: 

• The numbers xx and yyy correspond to the 3GPP-numbering scheme, 

• n (n = A, B, C, …) denotes the family of S-UMTS specifications. 

A S-UMTS system is defined by the combination of a family of S-UMTS specifications and 3GPP specifications, as 
follows: 

• If an S-UMTS specification exists it takes precedence over the corresponding 3GPP specification (if any). This 
precedence rule applies to any references in the corresponding 3GPP specifications. 

NOTE 2: Any references to 3GPP specifications within the S-UMTS specifications are not subject to this 
precedence rule. For example, an S-UMTS specification may contain specific references to the 
corresponding 3GPP specification. 

• If a S-UMTS specification does not exist, the corresponding 3GPP specification may or may not apply. The exact 
applicability of the complete list of 3GPP specifications shall be defined at a later stage. 
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1 Scope 
The present document describes the characteristics of the Layer 1 multiplexing and channel coding used for family A of 
the satellite component of UMTS (S-UMTS-A). 

It is based on the FDD mode of UTRA defined by TS 125 211 [2], TS 125 212 [3], TS 125 213 [4], TS 125 214 [5] and 
adapted for operation over satellite transponders. 

2 References 
References are either specific (identified by date of publication and/or edition number or version number) or 
non-specific. 

• For a specific reference, subsequent revisions do not apply. 

• Non-specific reference may be made only to a complete document or a part thereof and only in the following 
cases: 

- if it is accepted that it will be possible to use all future changes of the referenced document for the 
purposes of the referring document;  

- for informative references. 

Referenced documents which are not found to be publicly available in the expected location might be found at 
http://docbox.etsi.org/Reference. 

For online referenced documents, information sufficient to identify and locate the source shall be provided. Preferably, 
the primary source of the referenced document should be cited, in order to ensure traceability. Furthermore, the 
reference should, as far as possible, remain valid for the expected life of the document. The reference shall include the 
method of access to the referenced document and the full network address, with the same punctuation and use of upper 
case and lower case letters. 

NOTE: While any hyperlinks included in this clause were valid at the time of publication ETSI cannot guarantee 
their long term validity. 

2.1 Normative references 
The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of the present document. For dated 
references, only the edition cited applies. For non-specific references, the latest edition of the referenced document 
(including any amendments) applies. 

[1] ETSI TS 101 851-1-2: "Satellite Earth Stations and Systems (SES); Satellite Component of 
UMTS/IMT-2000; Part 1: Physical channels and mapping of transport channels into physical 
channels; Sub-part 2: A-family (S-UMTS-A 25.211)". 

[2] ETSI TS 125 211: "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Physical channels 
and mapping of transport channels onto physical channels (FDD) (3G TS 25.211 version 3.3.0 
Release 1999)". 

[3] ETSI TS 125 212: "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Multiplexing and 
channel coding (FDD) (3G TS 25.212 version 3.3.0 Release 1999)". 

[4] ETSI TS 125 213: "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Spreading and 
modulation (FDD) (3G TS 25.213 version 3.3.0 Release 1999)". 

[5] ETSI TS 125 214: "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Physical layer 
procedures (FDD) (3G TS 25.214 version 3.3.0 Release 1999)". 

[6] ETSI TS 125 302: "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Services provided by 
the Physical Layer (3G TS 25.302 version 3.5.0 Release 1999)". 

http://docbox.etsi.org/Reference
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2.2 Informative references 
[7] ITU-R Recommendation M.1457 (2006): "Detailed specifications of the radio interfaces of 

International Mobile Telecommunications-2000 (IMT-2000)". 

3 Definitions, symbols and abbreviations 

3.1 Definitions 
For the purposes of the present document, the following terms and definitions apply: 

Transmission Gap (TG): consecutive empty slots that have been obtained with a transmission time reduction method. 
The transmission gap can be contained in one or two consecutive radio frames 

Transmission Gap Length (TGL): number of consecutive empty slots that have been obtained with a transmission 
time reduction method. 0 ≤ TGL ≤ 14 

3.2 Symbols 
For the purposes of the present document, the following symbols apply: 

⎡x⎤ round towards ∞, i.e. integer such that x ≤ ⎡x⎤  < x + 1 
⎣x⎦ round towards -∞, i.e. integer such that x-1 < ⎣x⎦  ≤ x 
⎜x⎜ absolute value of x 
Nfirst The first slot in the TG 

Nlast The last slot in the TG. Nlast is either a slot in the same radio frame as Nfirst or a slot in the radio 

frame immediately following the slot that contains Nfirst 

Unless otherwise is explicitly stated when the symbol is used, the meaning of the following symbols is: 

i TrCH number 
j TFC number 
k Bit number 
l TF number 
m Transport block number 
ni Radio frame number of TrCH i 

p PhCH number 
r Code block number 
I Number of TrCHs in a CCTrCH 
Ci Number of code blocks in one TTI of TrCH i 

Fi Number of radio frames in one TTI of TrCH i 

Mi Number of transport blocks in one TTI of TrCH i 

P Number of PhCHs used for one CCTrCH 
PL Puncturing Limit for the uplink. Signalled from higher layers 
RMi Rate Matching attribute for TrCH i. Signalled from higher layers 

Temporary variables, i.e. variables used in several (sub)clauses with different meaning. 

x, X 
y, Y 
z, Z 
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3.3 Abbreviations 
For the purposes of the present document, the following abbreviations apply: 

BCH Broadcast Channel 
BER Bit Error Rate 
CCPCH Common Control Physical Channel 
CCTrCH Coded Composite Transport Channel 
CPCH Common Packet Channel 
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Code 
DCH Dedicated Channel 
DL Downlink (Forward link) 
DPCH Dedicated Physical Channel 
DPCCH Dedicated Physical Control Channel 
DPDCH Dedicated Physical Data Channel 
DSCH Downlink Shared Channel 
DTX Discontinuous Transmission 
FACH Forward Access Channel 
FDD Frequency Division Duplex 
FER Frame Error Rate 
GF Galois Field 
MAC Medium Access Control 
MS Mobile Station 
PCCC Parallel Concatenated Convolutional Code 
PCH Paging Channel 
PRACH Physical Random Access Channel 
PhCH Physical Channel 
RACH Random Access Channel 
SF Spreading Factor 
SFN System Frame Number 
TF Transport Format 
TFC Transport Format Combination 
TFCI Transport Format Combination Indicator 
TPC Transmit Power Control 
TrCH Transport Channel 
TTI Transmission Time Interval 
UL Uplink (Reverse link) 

4 Multiplexing, channel coding and interleaving 

4.1 General 
Data stream from / to MAC and higher layers (Transport block / Transport block set) is encoded / decoded to offer 
transport services over the radio transmission link. Channel coding scheme is a combination of error detection, error 
correcting, rate matching, interleaving and transport channels mapping onto / splitting from physical channels. 

4.2 Transport-channel coding / multiplexing 
Data arrives to the coding / multiplexing unit in form of transport block sets once every transmission time interval. The 
transmission time interval is transport-channel specific from the set {10 ms, 20 ms, 40 ms, 80 ms}.  

The following coding / multiplexing steps can be identified: 

- add CRC to each transport block (see clause 4.2.1); 

- transport block concatenation and code block segmentation (see clause 4.2.2); 

- channel coding (see clause 4.2.3); 
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- rate matching (see clause 4.2.7); 

- insertion of discontinuous transmission (DTX) indication bits (see clause 4.2.9); 

- interleaving (two steps, see clauses 4.2.4 and 4.2.11); 

- radio frame segmentation (see clause 4.2.6); 

- multiplexing of transport channels (see clause 4.2.8); 

- physical channel segmentation (see clause 4.2.10); 

- mapping to physical channels (see clause 4.2.12); 

- data scrambling (only for downlink, and optional) (see clause 4.2.15). 

The coding / multiplexing steps for uplink and downlink are shown in figures 1 and 2 respectively. 
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Figure 1: Transport channel multiplexing structure for uplink 
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Figure 2: Transport channel multiplexing structure for downlink 
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The single output data stream from the TrCH multiplexing, including DTX indication bits in downlink, is denoted 
Coded Composite Transport Channel (CCTrCH). A CCTrCH can be mapped to one or several physical channels. 

4.2.1 Error detection 

Error detection is provided on transport blocks through a Cyclic Redundancy Check. The CRC is 24 bits, 16 bits, 
12 bits, 8 bits or 0 bit and it is signalled from higher layers what CRC length that should be used for each TrCH. 

4.2.1.1 CRC Calculation 

The entire transport block is used to calculate the CRC parity bits for each transport block. The parity bits are generated 
by one of the following cyclic generator polynomials: 

- gCRC24 (D) = D24 + D23 + D6 + D5 + D + 1; 

- gCRC16 (D) = D16 + D12 + D5 + 1; 

- gCRC12 (D) = D12 + D11 + D3 + D2 + D + 1; 

- gCRC8 (D) = D8 + D7 + D4 + D3 + D + 1. 

Denote the bits in a transport block delivered to layer 1 by 
iimAimimim aaaa ,,,, 321 K , and the parity bits by 

iimLimimim pppp ,,,, 321 K
. Ai is the length of a transport block of TrCH i, m is the transport block number, and Li is 

the length of the CRC which can have 24, 16, 12, 8, or 0 as possible values depending on what is signalled as CRC 
length from higher layers. 

The encoding is performed in a systematic form, which means that in GF(2), the polynomial: 

 24
1

23
22

2
23

1
2422

2
23

1 imimimimimA
A

im
A

im pDpDpDpDaDaDa
i

ii ++++++++ ++
KK  

yields a remainder equal to 0 when divided by gCRC24 (D), polynomial: 

 16
1

15
14

2
15

1
1614

2
15

1 imimimimimA
A

im
A

im pDpDpDpDaDaDa
i

ii ++++++++ ++
KK  

yields a remainder equal to 0 when divided by gCRC16 (D), polynomial: 

 12
1

11
10

2
11

1
1210

2
11

1 imimimimimA
A

im
A

im pDpDpDpDaDaDa
i

ii ++++++++ ++
KK  

yields a remainder equal to 0 when divided by gCRC12 (D) and polynomial: 

 8
1

7
6

2
7

1
86

2
7

1 imimimimimA
A

im
A

im pDpDpDpDaDaDa
i

ii ++++++++ ++
KK  

yields a remainder equal to 0 when divided by gCRC8 (D). 

If no transport blocks are input to the CRC calculation (Mi = 0), no CRC attachment shall be done. If transport blocks 

are input to the CRC calculation (Mi ≠ 0) and the size of a transport block is zero (Ai = 0), CRC shall be attached, 

i.e. all parity bits equal to zero. 

4.2.1.1.1 Relation between input and output of the Cyclic Redundancy Check 

The bits after CRC attachment are denoted by 
iimBimimim bbbb ,,,, 321 K , where Bi = Ai + Li. The relation between aimk 

and bimk is: 

 imkimk ab =  k = 1, 2, 3, …, Ai 

 ))(1( ii AkLimimk pb −−+=  k = Ai + 1, Ai + 2, Ai + 3, …, Ai + Li 
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4.2.2 Transport block concatenation and code block segmentation 

All transport blocks in a TTI are serially concatenated. If the number of bits in a TTI is larger than Z, the maximum size 
of a code block in question, then code block segmentation is performed after the concatenation of the transport blocks. 
The maximum size of the code blocks depends on whether convolutional coding, turbo coding or no coding is used for 
the TrCH. 

4.2.2.1 Concatenation of transport blocks 

The bits input to the transport block concatenation are denoted by 
iimBimimim bbbb ,,,, 321 K  where i is the TrCH number, 

m is the transport block number, and Bi is the number of bits in each block (including CRC). The number of transport 

blocks on TrCH i is denoted by Mi. The bits after concatenation are denoted by 
iiXiii xxxx ,,,, 321 K , where i is the 

TrCH number and Xi = MiBi. They are defined by the following relations: 

 kiik bx 1=  k = 1, 2, …, Bi  

 )(,2, iBkiik bx −=  k = Bi + 1, Bi + 2, …, 2Bi 

 )2,(3, iBkiik bx −=  k = 2Bi + 1, 2Bi + 2, …, 3Bi  

 K  

 ))1(,(, iii BMkMiik bx −−=  k = (Mi- 1) Bi + 1, (Mi- 1) Bi + 2, …, MiBi 

4.2.2.2 Code block segmentation 

Segmentation of the bit sequence from transport block concatenation is performed if Xi > Z. The code blocks after 

segmentation are of the same size. The number of code blocks on TrCH i is denoted by Ci. If the number of bits input to 

the segmentation, Xi, is not a multiple of Ci, filler bits are added to the beginning of the first block. If turbo coding is 

selected and Xi < 40, filler bits are added to the beginning of the code block. The filler bits are transmitted and they are 
always set to 0. The maximum code block sizes are: 

- convolutional coding: Z = 504; 

- turbo coding: Z = 5 114; 

- no channel coding: Z = unlimited. 

The bits output from code block segmentation are denoted by 
iirKiririr oooo ,,,, 321 K , where i is the TrCH number, r is 

the code block number, and Ki is the number of bits. 

Number of code blocks: Ci = ⎡Xi / Z⎤ 

Number of bits in each code block: 

if Xi < 40 and Turbo coding is used, then 

Ki = 40 

else 

Ki = ⎡Xi / Ci⎤  

end if  

Number of filler bits: Yi = CiKi-Xi  
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for k = 1 to Yi     -- Insertion of filler bits 

 01 =kio  

end for 

for k = Yi + 1 to Ki 

 ),(1 iYkiki xo −=  

end for 

r = 2         -- Segmentation  

while r ≤ Ci 

 for k = 1 to Ki 

   ))1(,( ii YKrkiirk xo −⋅−+= I 

 end for 

 r = r + 1  

end while 

end if 

4.2.3 Channel coding 

Code blocks are delivered to the channel-coding block. They are denoted by 
iirKiririr oooo ,,,, 321 K , where i is the 

TrCH number, r is the code block number, and Ki is the number of bits in each code block. The number of code blocks 

on TrCH i is denoted by Ci. After encoding the bits are denoted by 
iirYiririr yyyy ,,,, 321 K , where Yi is the number of 

encoded bits. The relation between oirk and yirk and between Ki and Yi is dependent on the channel-coding scheme. 

The following channel coding schemes can be applied to TrCHs: 

- convolutional coding; 

- turbo coding; 

- no coding. 

Usage of coding scheme and coding rate for the different types of TrCH is shown in table 1. 

The values of Yi in connection with each coding scheme: 

- convolutional coding with rate 1/2: Yi = 2 x Ki + 16; rate 1/3: Yi = 3 x Ki + 24; 

- turbo coding with rate 1/3: Yi = 3 x Ki + 12; 

- no coding: Yi = Ki. 

Table 1: Usage of channel coding scheme and coding rate 

Type of TrCH Coding scheme Coding rate 
BCH 
PCH 

RACH 
1/2 

Convolutional coding 

1/3, 1/2 
Turbo coding 1/3 CPCH, DCH, DSCH, FACH 

No coding 
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4.2.3.1 Convolutional coding 

Convolutional codes with constraint length 9 and coding rates 1/3 and 1/2 are defined. 

The configuration of the convolutional coder is presented in figure 3. 

Output from the rate 1/3 convolutional coder shall be done in the order output0, output1, output2, output0, output1, 
output 2, output 0,…,output2. Output from the rate 1/2 convolutional coder shall be done in the order output 0, output 1, 
output 0, output 1, output 0, …, output 1. 

8 tail bits with binary value 0 shall be added to the end of the code block before encoding. 

The initial value of the shift register of the coder shall be "all 0" when starting to encode the input bits. 

Output 0
G0 = 557 (octal)

Input
D D D D D D D D

Output 1
G1 = 663 (octal)

Output 2
G2 = 711 (octal)

Output 0
G0 = 561 (octal)

Input
D D D D D D D D

Output 1
G1 = 753 (octal)

(a)  Rate 1/2 convolutional coder

(b)  Rate 1/3 convolutional coder
 

Figure 3: Rate 1/2 and rate 1/3 convolutional coders 

4.2.3.2 Turbo coding 

4.2.3.2.1 Turbo coder 

The scheme of Turbo coder is a Parallel Concatenated Convolutional Code (PCCC) with two 8-state constituent 
encoders and one Turbo code internal interleaver. The coding rate of Turbo coder is 1/3. The structure of Turbo coder is 
illustrated in figure 4. 

The transfer function of the 8-state constituent code for PCCC is: 

 G (D) = 
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡

)(

)(
,1

0

1

Dg

Dg
 

Where: 

 g0 (D) = 1 + D2 + D3 

 g1 (D) = 1 + D + D3 
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The initial value of the shift registers of the 8-state constituent encoders shall be all zeros when starting to encode the 
input bits. 

Output from the Turbo coder is: 

  x1, z1, z'1, x2, z2, z'2, …, xK, zK, z'K, 

Where x1, x2, …, xK are the bits input to the Turbo coder i.e. both first 8-state constituent encoder and Turbo code 

internal interleaver, and K is the number of bits, and z1, z2, …, zK and z'1, z'2, …, z'K are the bits output from first and 

second 8-state constituent encoders, respectively. 

The bits output from Turbo code internal interleaver are denoted by x'1, x'2, …, x'K, and these bits are to be input to the 

second 8-state constituent encoder. 

xk

xk

zk

Turbo code
internal interleaver

x’k

z’k

D

DDD

DD

Input

OutputInput

Output

x’k

1st constituent encoder

2nd constituent encoder

 

Figure 4: Structure of rate 1/3 Turbo coder (dotted lines apply for trellis termination only) 

4.2.3.2.2 Trellis termination for Turbo coder 

Trellis termination is performed by taking the tail bits from the shift register feedback after all information bits are 
encoded. Tail bits are padded after the encoding of information bits. 

The first three tail bits shall be used to terminate the first constituent encoder (upper switch of figure 4 in lower 
position) while the second constituent encoder is disabled. The last three tail bits shall be used to terminate the second 
constituent encoder (lower switch of figure 4 in lower position) while the first constituent encoder is disabled. 

The transmitted bits for trellis termination shall then be: 

 xK + 1, zK + 1, xK + 2, zK + 2, xK + 3, zK + 3, x'K + 1, z'K + 1, x'K + 2, z'K + 2, x'K + 3, z'K + 3. 

4.2.3.2.3 Turbo code internal interleaver 

The Turbo code internal interleaver consists of bits-input to a rectangular matrix, intra-row and inter-row permutations 
of the rectangular matrix, and bits-output from the rectangular matrix with pruning. The bits input to the Turbo code 
internal interleaver are denoted by Kxxxx ,,,, 321 K , where K is the integer number of the bits and takes one value of 40 

≤  K ≤  5 114. The relation between the bits input to the Turbo code internal interleaver and the bits input to the 
channel coding is defined by irkk ox =  and K = Ki. 
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The following clause specific symbols are used from clauses 4.2.3.2.3.1 to 4.2.3.2.3.3: 

K Number of bits input to Turbo code internal interleaver 

R Number of rows of rectangular matrix 

C Number of columns of rectangular matrix 

p Prime number 

v Primitive root 

s(i) Base sequence for intra-row permutation 

qj Minimum prime integers 

rj Permuted prime integers 

T(j) Inter-row permutation pattern 

Uj(i) Intra-row permutation pattern 

i Index of matrix 

j Index of matrix 

k Index of bit sequence 

4.2.3.2.3.1 Bits-input to rectangular matrix 

The bit sequence input to the Turbo code internal interleaver kx  is written into the rectangular matrix as follows. 

1) Determine the number of rows R of the rectangular matrix such that: 

 
⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

=
≤≤≤≤

≤≤
=

                         e)other valuany ( if 20, 

 ))530481(or  )200160(( if 10,  

                                    )15940( if 5,

K

KK

K

R  

 Where the rows of rectangular matrix are numbered 0, 1, 2, …, R - 1 from top to bottom. 

2) Determine the number of columns C of rectangular matrix such that: 

 if (481 ≤  K ≤  530) then 

 p = 53 and C = p. 

 else 

 Find minimum prime p such that 

 (p + 1) - K / R ≥  0,  

 and determine C such that 

 if (p - K / R ≥  0) then 

 if (p - 1 - K / R ≥  0) then 

 C = p - 1. 

 else 

 C = p. 

 end if  
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 else 

 C = p + 1 

 end if 

 end if 

 Where the columns of rectangular matrix are numbered 0, 1, 2, …, C - 1 from left to right. 

3) Write the input bit sequence xk into the R×C rectangular matrix row-by-row starting with bit x1 in column 0 of  
row 0: 

 

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

+−+−+−

+++

RC

C

C

CRCRCR

CCC

x

x

x

xxx

xxx

xxx

M

K

KMMM

K

K

2

)3)1(()2)1(()1)1((

)3()2()1(

321

 

4.2.3.2.3.2 Intra-row and inter-row permutations 

After the bits-input to the R×C rectangular matrix, the intra-row and inter-row permutations for the R×C rectangular 
matrix are performed by using the following algorithm. 

1) Select a primitive root v from table 2. 

2) Construct the base sequence s(i) for intra-row permutation as: 

 s (i) = [v ×  s(i - 1)] mod p, i = 1, 2,…, (p - 2)., and s (0) = 1 

3) Let q0 = 1 be the first prime integer in {qj}, and select the consecutive minimum prime integers 

{qj} (j = 1, 2, …, R - 1) such that: 

 g.c.d {qj, p - 1} = 1, qj > 6, and qj > q (j - 1) 

 Where g.c.d. is greatest common divisor. 

4) Permute {qj} to make {rj} such that: 

 rT(j) = qj, j = 0, 1, …, R - 1 

 Where T (j) (j = 0, 1, 2, …, R - 1) is the inter-row permutation pattern defined as the one of the following four 
kinds of patterns: Pat1, Pat2, Pat3 and Pat4 depending on the number of input bits K. 

 { })1(),...,2(),1(),0( −RTTTT

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎩

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎨

⎧

≤≤
≤≤
≤≤
≤≤

≤≤
≤≤
≤≤
≤≤

≤≤

=

)51143211(if    

)32103161(if    

)31602481(if    

)24802281(if    

)2280531(if    

)530481(if    

)480201(if    

)200160(if    

)15940(if    

1

2

1

2

1

3

1

3

4

KPat

KPat

KPat

KPat

KPat

KPat

KPat

KPat

KPat
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 Where Pat1, Pat2, Pat3 and Pat4 have the following patterns respectively: 

 Pat1: {19, 9, 14, 4, 0, 2, 5, 7, 12, 18, 10, 8, 13, 17, 3, 1, 16, 6, 15, 11} 

 Pat2: {19, 9, 14, 4, 0, 2, 5, 7, 12, 18, 16, 13, 17, 15, 3, 1, 6, 11, 8, 10} 

 Pat3: {9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0} 

 Pat4: {4, 3, 2, 1, 0} 

5) Perform the j - th (j = 0, 1, 2, …, R - 1) intra-row permutation as: 

 if (C = p) then 

 Uj (i) = s ([i× rj] mod (p- 1)), i = 0, 1, 2, …, (p - 2)., and Uj (p - 1) = 0, 

 Where Uj (i) is the input bit position of i - th output after the permutation of j - th row. 

 end if 

 if (C = p + 1) then 

 Uj (i) = s ([i× rj] mod (p - 1)), i = 0, 1, 2, …, (p - 2)., Uj (p - 1) = 0, and Uj (p) = p, 

 Where Uj (i) is the input bit position of i-th output after the permutation of j-th row, and  

 if (K = C ×  R) then 

 Exchange UR- 1 (p) with U R - 1 (0). 

 end if 

 end if 

 if (C = p - 1) then  

 Uj (i) = s ([i× rj] mod (p - 1)) - 1, i = 0, 1, 2, …, (p - 2),  

 Where Uj (i) is the input bit position of i - th output after the permutation of j - th row. 

 end if 

6) Perform the inter-row permutation based on the pattern T (j) (j = 0, 1, 2, …, R - 1), 

 Where T (j) is the original row position of the j - th permuted row. 

Table 2: Table of prime p and associated primitive root v 

p v p v p v p v p v 
7 3 47 5 101 2 157 5 223 3 

11 2 53 2 103 5 163 2 227 2 
13 2 59 2 107 2 167 5 229 6 
17 3 61 2 109 6 173 2 233 3 
19 2 67 2 113 3 179 2 239 7 
23 5 71 7 127 3 181 2 241 7 
29 2 73 5 131 2 191 19 251 6 
31 3 79 3 137 3 193 5 257 3 
37 2 83 2 139 2 197 2   
41 6 89 3 149 2 199 3   
43 3 97 5 151 6 211 2   
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4.2.3.2.3.3 Bits-output from rectangular matrix with pruning 

After intra-row and inter-row permutations, the bits of the permuted rectangular matrix are denoted by y'k: 

 

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

+−

+−

++

++

CR

RC

RC

RRR

RR

RR

y

y

y

yyy

yyy

yyy

'

'

'

'''

'''

'''

)2)1((

)1)1((

32

)22()2(2
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M

K
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K
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The output of the Turbo code internal interleaver is the bit sequence read out column by column from the intra-row and 
inter-row permuted R× C matrix starting with bit y'1 in row 0 of column 0 and ending with bit y'CR in row R - 1 of 

column C - 1. The output is pruned by deleting bits that were not present in the input bit sequence, i.e. bits y'k that 

corresponds to bits xk with k > K are removed from the output. The bits output from Turbo code internal interleaver are 

denoted by x'1, x'2, …, x'K, where x'1 corresponds to the bit y'k with smallest index k after pruning, x'2 to the bit y'k with 
second smallest index k after pruning, and so on. The number of bits output from Turbo code internal interleaver is K 
and the total number of pruned bits is: 

 R× C – K. 

4.2.3.3 Concatenation of encoded blocks 

After the channel coding for each code block, if Ci is greater than 1, the encoded blocks are serially concatenated so that 
the block with lowest index r is output first from the channel coding block, otherwise the encoded block is output from 

channel coding block as it is. The bits output are denoted by 
iiEiii cccc ,,,, 321 K , where i is the TrCH number and 

Ei = CiYi. The output bits are defined by the following relations: 

 kiik yc 1=  k = 1, 2, …, Yi 

 )(,2, iYkiik yc −=  k = Yi + 1, Yi + 2, …, 2Yi 

 )2(,3, iYkiik yc −=  k = 2Yi + 1, 2Yi + 2, …, 3Yi  

 K  

 ))1(,(, iii YCkCiik yc −−=  k = (Ci- 1) Yi + 1, (Ci- 1) Yi + 2, …, CiYi 

If no code blocks are input to the channel coding (Ci = 0), no bits shall be output from the channel coding, i.e. Ei = 0. 

4.2.4 Radio frame size equalization 

Radio frame size equalization is padding the input bit sequence in order to ensure that the output can be segmented in Fi 

data segments of same size as described in clause 4.2.7. Radio frame size equalization is only performed in the UL 
(DL rate matching output block length is always an integer multiple of Fi). 

The input bit sequence to the radio frame size equalization is denoted by
iiEiii cccc ,,,, 321 K , where i is TrCH number 

and Ei the number of bits. The output bit sequence is denoted by
iiTiii tttt ,,,, 321 K , where Ti is the number of bits. The 

output bit sequence is derived as follows: 

- tik = cik, for k = 1… Ei; and 

- tik = {0, 1} for k = Ei + 1… Ti, if Ei < Ti; 

Where: 

- Ti = Fi x Ni; and 
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- ⎡ ⎤iii FEN =  is the number of bits per segment after size equalization. 

4.2.5 1st interleaving 

In Compressed Mode by puncturing, bits marked with a fourth value on top of {0, 1, δ} and noted p, are introduced in 
the radio frames to be compressed, in positions corresponding to the first bits of the radio frames. They will be removed 
in a later stage of the multiplexing chain to create the actual gap. Additional puncturing has been performed in the rate-
matching step, over the TTI containing the compressed radio frame, to create room for these p-bits. The following 
clause describes this feature. 

4.2.5.1 Insertion of marked bits in the sequence to be input in first interleaver 

In normal mode, compressed mode by higher layer scheduling, and compressed mode by spreading factor reduction: 

 xi,k = zi,k and Xi = Zi 

In case of compressed mode by puncturing and fixed positions, sequence xi,k which will be input to first interleaver for 

TrCH i and TTI m within largest TTI, is built from bits zi,k, k = 1, …, Zi, plus mTTI
iNp ,

max,  bits marked p 

and Xi = Zi + mTTI
iNp ,

max, , as is described thereafter. 

mTTI
iNp ,

max,  is defined in the Rate Matching clause 4.2.7. 

P1Fi (x) defines the inter column permutation function for a TTI of length Fi × 10ms, as defined in table 3 in 

clause 4.2.5.2. P1Fi (x) is the Bit Reversal function of x on log2 (Fi) bits. 

NOTE 1: C [x], x = 0 to Fi – 1, the number of bits p which have to be inserted in each of the Fisegments of the TTI, 

where x is the column number before permutation, i.e. in each column of the first interleaver. C [P1 Fi (x)] 

is equal to xFm
i

iNp +×
max,  for x equal 0 to Fi–1 for fixed positions. It is noted xFm

i
iNp +×  in the following 

initialization step. 

NOTE 2: cbi [x], x = 0 to Fi – 1, the counter of the number of bits p inserted in each of the Fi segments of the TTI, 

i.e. in each column of the first interleaver x is the column number before permutation. 

col = 0 

while col < Fi do     -- here col is the column number after column permutation 

C [P1 Fi (col)] = colFm
i

iNp +×     -- initialization of number of bits p to be inserted in each of the Fi segments 

of the TTI number m 

cbi [P1 Fi (col)] = 0    -- initialization of counter of 

number of bits p inserted in each of the Fi segments of the TTI 

col = col + 1 

end do 

n = 0, m = 0 

while n < Xi do   -- from here col is the column number before column permutation 

col = n mod Fi 

if cbi [col] < C [col] do 

xi,n = p       -- insert one p bit 

cbi [col] = cbi [col] + 1   -- update counter of number of bits p inserted 
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else        -- no more p bit to insert in this segment 

xi,n = zi,,m 

m = m + 1 

end if 

n = n + 1 

end do 

4.2.5.2 1st interleaver operation 

The 1st interleaving is a block interleaver with inter-column permutations. The input bit sequence to the 1st interleaver is 
denoted by 

iXiiii xxxx ,3,2,1, ,,,, K , where i is TrCH number and Xi the number of bits (at this stage Xi is assumed and 

guaranteed to be an integer multiple of TTI). The output bit sequence is derived as follows: 

1) Select the number of columns C1 from table 3. 

2) Determine the number of rows R1 defined as: 

 R1 = Xi / C1 

3) Write the input bit sequence into the R1× C1 rectangular matrix row by row starting with bit 1,ix  in the first 

column of the first row and ending with bit )C1R1(, ×ix  in column C1 of row R1: 
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4) Perform the inter-column permutation based on the pattern ( ) { }1C1,,1,0C11P
−∈ Kj

j  shown in table 3, where 

P1C1 (j) is the original column position of the j - th permuted column. After permutation of the columns, the 

bits are denoted by yik: 
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5) Read the output bit sequence )R1C1(,321 ,,,, ×iiii yyyy K  of the 1st interleaving column by column from the 

inter-column permuted R1×C1 matrix. Bit 1,iy  corresponds to the first row of the first column and bit 

)C1R1(, ×iy  corresponds to row R1 of column C1. 

Table 3: Inter-column permutation patterns for 1st interleaving 

TTI Number of columns C1 Inter-column permutation patterns  
< P1C1(0), …, P1C1 (C1- 1) > 

10 ms 1 < 0 > 
20 ms 2 < 0,1 > 
40 ms 4 < 0,2,1,3 > 
80 ms 8 < 0,4,2,6,1,5,3,7 > 
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4.2.5.3 Relation between input and output of 1st interleaving in uplink 

The bits input to the 1st interleaving are denoted by 
iTiiii tttt ,3,2,1, ,,,, K , where i is the TrCH number and Ti the number 

of bits. Hence, zi,k = ti,k and Zi = Ti. 

The bits output from the 1st interleaving are denoted by 
iTiiii dddd ,3,2,1, ,,,, K , and di,k = yi,k. 

4.2.5.4 Relation between input and output of 1st interleaving in downlink 

If fixed positions of the TrCHs in a radio frame is used then the bits input to the 1st interleaving are denoted by 

)(321 ,,,,
ii HFiiii hhhh K , where i is the TrCH number. Hence, zik = hik and Zi = Di. 

If flexible positions of the TrCHs in a radio frame is used then the bits input to the 1st interleaving are denoted by 

iiGiii gggg ,,,, 321 K , where i is the TrCH number. Hence, zik = gik and Zi = Gi. 

The bits output from the 1st interleaving are denoted by 
iiQiii qqqq ,,,, 321 K , where i is the TrCH number and Qi is the 

number of bits. Hence, qik = yik, Qi = FiHi if fixed positions are used, and Qi = Gi if flexible positions are used. 

4.2.6 Radio frame segmentation 

When the transmission time interval is longer than 10 ms, the input bit sequence is segmented and mapped onto 
consecutive Fi radio frames. Following rate matching in the DL and radio frame size equalization in the UL the input bit 

sequence length is guaranteed to be an integer multiple of Fi. 

The input bit sequence is denoted by 
iiXiii xxxx ,,,, 321 K  where i is the TrCH number and Xi is the number bits. The 

Fi output bit sequences per TTI are denoted by 
iiiii Ynininini yyyy ,3,2,1, ,,,, K where ni is the radio frame number in 

current TTI and Yi is the number of bits per radio frame for TrCH i. The output sequences are defined as follows: 

 kni i
y , = ( )( ) kYni ii

x +⋅−1, , ni = 1…Fi, k = 1…Yi 

 Where: 

 Yi = (Xi / Fi) is the number of bits per segment. 

The ni-th segment is mapped to the ni-th radio frame of the transmission time interval. 

4.2.6.1 Relation between input and output of the radio frame segmentation block in 
uplink 

The input bit sequence to the radio frame segmentation is denoted by 
iiTiii dddd ,,,, 321 K , where i is the TrCH number 

and Ti the number of bits. Hence, xik = dik and Xi = Ti. 

The output bit sequence corresponding to radio frame ni is denoted by 
iiNiii eeee ,,,, 321 K , where i is the TrCH number 

and Ni is the number of bits. Hence, kniki i
ye ,, = and Ni = Yi. 
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4.2.6.2 Relation between input and output of the radio frame segmentation block in 
downlink 

The bits input to the radio frame segmentation are denoted by 
iiQiii qqqq ,,,, 321 K , where i is the TrCH number and Qi 

the number of bits. Hence, xik = qik and Xi = Qi. 

The output bit sequence corresponding to radio frame ni is denoted by 
iiViii ffff ,,,, 321 K , where i is the TrCH number 

and Vi is the number of bits. Hence, kniki i
yf ,, = and Vi = Yi. 

4.2.7 Rate matching 

Rate matching means that bits on a transport channel are repeated or punctured. Higher layers assign a rate-matching 
attribute for each transport channel. This attribute is semi-static and can only be changed through higher layer 
signalling. The rate-matching attribute is used when the number of bits to be repeated or punctured is calculated. 

The number of bits on a transport channel can vary between different transmission time intervals. In the downlink the 
transmission is interrupted if the number of bits is lower than maximum. When the number of bits between different 
transmission time intervals in uplink is changed, bits are repeated or punctured to ensure that the total bit rate after 
TrCH multiplexing is identical to the total channel bit rate of the allocated dedicated physical channels. 

If no bits are input to the rate matching for all TrCHs within a CCTrCH, the rate matching shall output no bits for all 
TrCHs within the CCTrCH and no uplink DPDCH will be selected in the case of uplink rate matching. 

Notation used in clause 4.2.7 and its subclauses: 

Ni,j: For uplink: Number of bits in a radio frame before rate matching on TrCH i with transport format 
combination j . 

 For downlink: An intermediate calculation variable (not an integer but a multiple of 1/8). 

TTI
liN , : Number of bits in a transmission time interval before rate matching on TrCH i with transport format l. 

Used in downlink only. 

jiN ,Δ : For uplink: If positive-number of bits that should be repeated in each radio frame on TrCH i with 

transport format combination j. 

 If negative-number of bits that should be punctured in each radio frame on TrCH i with transport format 
combination j. 

 For downlink: An intermediate calculation variable (not an integer but a multiple of 1/8). 

TTI
liN ,Δ : If positive-number of bits to be repeated in each transmission time interval on TrCH i with transport 

format l. 

 If negative-number of bits to be punctured in each transmission time interval on TrCH i with transport 
format l. 

 Used in downlink only. 

mTTI
liNp ,

, : m = 0 to (Fmax / Fi) - 1: Positive or null: number of bits to be removed in TTI number m within the largest 

TTI, to create the required gaps in the compressed radio frames of this TTI, in case of compressed mode 
by puncturing, for TrCH i with transport format l. In case of fixed positions and compressed mode by 

puncturing, this value is noted mTTI
iNp ,

max,  since it is calculated for all TrCH with their maximum number of 

bits; thus it is the same for all TFCs. 

 Used in downlink only. 
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n
liNp , : n = 0 to Fmax - 1: Positive or null: number of bits, in radio frame number n within the largest TTI, 

corresponding to the gap for compressed mode in this radio frame, for TrCH i with transport format l. The 
value will be null for the radio frames not overlapping with a transmission gap. In case of fixed positions 

and compressed mode by puncturing, this value is noted n
iNp max,  since it is calculated for all TrCHs with 

their maximum number of bits; thus it is the same for all TFCs. 

 Used in downlink only. 

NTGL[k]: k = 0 to Fmax - 1: Positive or null: number of bits in each radio frame corresponding to the gap for 
compressed mode for the CCTrCH. 

RMi: Semi-static rate matching attribute for transport channel i. RMi is provided by higher layers or takes a 
value as indicated in clause 4.2.13. 

PL: Puncturing limit for uplink. This value limits the amount of puncturing that can be applied in order to 
avoid multicode or to enable the use of a higher spreading factor. Signalled from higher layers. 

Ndata,j: Total number of bits that are available for the CCTrCH in a radio frame with transport format 

combination j. 

I: Number of TrCHs in the CCTrCH. 

Zi,j: Intermediate calculation variable. 

Fi: Number of radio frames in the transmission time interval of TrCH i. 

Fmax: Maximum number of radio frames in a transmission time interval used in the CCTrCH: 

 
Ii

iFF
≤≤

=
1

max max  

ni: Radio frame number in the transmission time interval of TrCH i (0 ≤ ni < Fi). 

q: Average puncturing or repetition distance (normalized to only show the remaining rate matching on top of 
an integer number of repetitions). Used in uplink only. 

P1F(ni): The column permutation function of the 1st interleaver, P1F (x) is the original position of column with 

number x after permutation. P1 is defined on table 3 of clause 4.2.5.2 (note that the P1F is self-inverse). 

Used for rate matching in uplink only. 

S[n]: The shift of the puncturing or repetition pattern for radio frame ni when ( )iF nn
i

1P= . Used in uplink 

only. 

TFi (j): Transport format of TrCH i for the transport format combination j. 

TFS (i): The set of transport format indexes l for TrCH i. 

TFCS: The set of transport format combination indexes j. 

eini: Initial value of variable e in the rate matching pattern determination algorithm of clause 4.2.7.5. 

eplus: Increment of variable e in the rate matching pattern determination algorithm of clause 4.2.7.5. 

eminus: Decrement of variable e in the rate matching pattern determination algorithm of clause 4.2.7.5. 

b: Indicates systematic and parity bits: 

b = 1: Systematic bit. xk in clause 4.2.3.2.1. 

b = 2: 1st parity bit (from the upper Turbo constituent encoder). zk in clause 4.2.3.2.1. 
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b = 3: 2nd parity bit (from the lower Turbo constituent encoder). z'k in clause 4.2.3.2.1. 

The * (star) notation is used to replace an index x when the indexed variable Xx does not depend on the index x. In the 

left wing of an assignment the meaning is that "X* = Y" is equivalent to "for all x do Xx = Y ". In the right wing of an 

assignment, the meaning is that "Y = X* " is equivalent to "take any x and do Y = Xx". 

The following relations, defined for all TFC j, are used when calculating the rate matching parameters: 

0,0 =jZ  

 

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎥

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎢

×

⎟⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
×

⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
×

=

∑

∑

=

=
I

m
jmm

jdata

i

m
jmm

ji

NRM

NNRM
Z

1
,

,
1

,

,
 for all i = 1 … I (1) 

 jijijiji NZZN ,,1,, −−=Δ −  for all i = 1 … I (2) 

4.2.7.1 Determination of rate matching parameters in uplink 

4.2.7.1.1 Determination of SF and number of PhCHs needed 

In uplink, puncturing can be applied to match the CCTrCH bit rate to the PhCH bit rate. The bit rate of the PhCH(s) is 
limited by the UE capability and restrictions imposed by USRAN, through limitations on the PhCH spreading factor. 
The maximum amount of puncturing that can be applied is signalled from higher layers and denoted by PL. The number 
of available bits in the radio frames of one PhCH for all possible spreading factors is given in [1]. Denote these values 
by N256, N128, N64, N32, N16, N8, and N4, where the index refers to the spreading factor. The possible number of bits 

available to the CCTrCH on all PhCHs, Ndata, then are {N256, N128, N64, N32, N16, N8, N4, 2×N4, 3×N4, 4×N4, 5×N4, 

6×N4}. 

For a RACH CCTrCH SET0 represents the set of Ndata values allowed by the USRAN, as set by the minimum SF 

provided by higher layers. SET0 may be a sub-set of {N256, N128, N64, N32}. SET0 does not take into account the UE's 
capability.  

For other CCTrCHs, SET0 denotes the set of Ndata values allowed by the USRAN and supported by the UE, as part of 

the UE's capability. SET0 can be a subset of {N256, N128, N64, N32, N16, N8, N4, 2×N4, 3×N4, 4×N4, 5×N4, 6×N4}. Ndata, 

j for the transport format combination j is determined by executing the following algorithm: 

SET1 = {Ndata in SET0 such that { } jx

I

x

xdatay
Iy

NRMNRM ,

1
1
min ×−×⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
∑

=
≤≤

 is non negative} 

If SET1 is not empty and the smallest element of SET1 requires just one PhCH then: 

Ndata,j = min SET1  

else 

SET2 = {Ndata in SET0 such that { } jx

I

x

xdatay
Iy

NRMPLNRM ,

1
1
min ××−×⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
∑

=
≤≤

 is non negative} 

Sort SET2 in ascending order 

Ndata = min SET2 
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While Ndata is not the max of SET2 and the follower of Ndata requires no additional PhCH do 

Ndata = follower of Ndata in SET2  

End while 

Ndata,j = Ndata 

End if 

For a RACH CCTrCH, if Ndata,j is not part of the UE's capability then the TFC j cannot be used. 

4.2.7.1.2 Determination of parameters needed for calculating the rate-matching pattern 

The number of bits to be repeated or punctured, ΔNi,j, within one radio frame for each TrCH i is calculated with 

equation 1 for all possible transport format combinations j and selected every radio frame. Ndata,j is given from 

clause 4.2.7.1.1. 

In compressed mode jdataN ,  is replaced by cm
jdataN ,  in equation 1. cm

jdataN ,  is given as follows: 

In compressed mode by higher layer scheduling, cm
jdataN ,  is obtained by executing the algorithm in clause 4.2.7.1.1 but 

with the number of bits in one radio frame of one PhCH reduced to 
15

trN
 of the value in normal mode.  

Ntr is the number of transmitted slots in a compressed radio frame and is defined by the following relation: 

TGL−15 , if Nfirst + TGL ≤ 15  

firstN , in first frame if Nfirst + TGL > 15 

firstNTGL −−30 , in second frame if Nfirst + TGL > 15 

Nfirst and TGL are defined in clause 4.4. 

In compressed mode by spreading factor reduction, ( )TGLjdata
cm

jdata NNN −×= ,, 2 , where jdata
tr

TGL N
N

N ,15

15
×

−
=  

If ΔNi,j = 0 then the output data of the rate matching is the same as the input data and the rate matching algorithm of 
clause 4.2.7.5 does not need to be executed. 

If ΔNi,j ≠ 0 the parameters listed in clauses 4.2.7.1.2.1 and 4.2.7.1.2.2 shall be used for determining eini, eplus, and eminus 
(regardless if the radio frame is compressed or not). 

4.2.7.1.2.1 Uncoded and convolutionally encoded TrCHs 

R = ΔNi,j mod Ni,j--note: in this context ΔNi,j mod Ni,j is in the range of 0 to Nij - 1 i.e. - 1 mod 10 = 9. 

if R ≠ 0 and 2 × R ≤ Nij 

then q = ⎡ Ni,j / R ⎤ 

else 

q = ⎡ Ni,j / (R-Ni,j) ⎤ 

end if 

-- NOTE: q is a signed quantity. 

=trN  
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if q is even 

then q' = q + gcd (⎜q⎜, Fi) / Fi -- where gcd (⎜q⎜, Fi) means greatest common divisor of ⎜q⎜ and Fi 

-- note that q' is not an integer, but a multiple of 1/8 

else 

q' = q 

end if 

for x = 0 to Fi- 1 

S [⎜ ⎣x×q'⎦ ⎜ mod Fi] = (⎜ ⎣x×q'⎦ ⎜ div Fi) 

end for 

ΔNi = ΔNi,j 

a = 2 

For each radio frame, the rate-matching pattern is calculated with the algorithm in clause 4.2.7.5, where: 

Xi = Ni,j., and 

eini = (a×S[P1Fi(ni)]×|ΔNi | + 1) mod (a⋅Nij). 

eplus = a×Ni,j 

eminus = a×|ΔNi| 

puncturing for ΔN < 0, repetition otherwise. 

4.2.7.1.2.2 Turbo encoded TrCHs 

If repetition is to be performed on turbo encoded TrCHs, i.e. ΔNi,j >0, the parameters in clause 4.2.7.1.2.1 are used. 

If puncturing is to be performed, the parameters below shall be used. Index b is used to indicate systematic (b = 1), 
1st parity (b = 2), and 2nd parity bit (b = 3). 

a = 2 when b = 2 

a = 1 when b = 3 

 
⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎩

⎨
⎧

=Δ
=Δ

=Δ
3   , 2

2   , 2

,

,

bN

bN
N

ji

ji
i  

If iNΔ  is calculated as 0 for b = 2 or b = 3, then the following procedure and the rate matching algorithm of 

clause 4.2.7.5 do not need to be performed for the corresponding parity bit stream. 

Xi = ⎣Ni,j / 3⎦ 

q = ⎣Xi / |ΔNi| ⎦ 

if (q ≤  2) 

for r = 0 to Fi - 1 

S [(3×r + b - 1) mod FI] = r mod 2; 

end for 
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else 

if q is even 

then q' = q – gcd (q, Fi) / Fi -- where gcd (q, Fi) means greatest common divisor of q and Fi  
 -- note that q' is not an integer, but a multiple of 1/8 

else  q' = q 

end if 

for x = 0 to Fi - 1 

r = ⎡x×q'⎤ mod Fi; 

S [(3×r + b - 1) mod Fi] = ⎡x×q'⎤ div Fi; 

end for 

end if 

For each radio frame, the rate-matching pattern is calculated with the algorithm in clause 4.2.7.5, where: 

Xi is as above: 

eini = (a×S [P1 Fi (ni)] ×|ΔNi| + Xi) mod (a×Xi), if eini = 0 then eini = a×Xi 

eplus = a×Xi 

eminus = a×⎥ΔNi⎥ 

4.2.7.2 Determination of rate matching parameters in downlink 

For downlink Ndata,j does not depend on the transport format combination j. Ndata,* is given by the channelization 

code(s) assigned by higher layers. Denote the number of physical channels used for the CCTrCH by P. Ndata,* is the 

number of bits available to the CCTrCH in one radio frame and defined as Ndata,* = P×15× (Ndata1 + Ndata2), where 

Ndata1 and Ndata2 are defined in [1]. Note that contrary to the uplink, the same rate matching patterns are used in normal 

and compressed mode by spreading factor reduction or higher layer scheduling. 

In the following, the total amount of puncturing or repetition for the TTI is calculated. 

Additional calculations for compressed mode by puncturing in case of fixed positions are performed to determine this 
total amount of rate matching needed. 

For compressed mode by puncturing, in TTIs where some compressed radio frames occur, the puncturing is increased 
or the repetition is decreased compared to what is calculated according to the rate matching parameters provided by 
higher layers. This allows to create room for later insertion of marked bits, noted p-bits, which will identify the 
positions of the gaps in the compressed radio frames. 

The amount of additional puncturing corresponds to the number of bits to create the gap in the TTI for TrCH i. In case 
of fixed positions, it is calculated in addition to the amount of rate matching indicated by higher layers. It is noted 

mTTI
iNp ,

max, . 

In fixed positions case, to obtain the total rate matching mcmTTI
iN ,,

max,Δ  to be performed on the TTI m, mTTI
iNp ,

max,  is 

subtracted from mTTI
iN ,

max,Δ  (calculated based on higher layers RM parameters as for normal rate matching). This allows 

to create room for the mTTI
iNp ,

max,  bits p to be inserted later. If the result is null, i.e. the amount of repetition matches 

exactly the amount of additional puncturing needed, then no rate matching is necessary. 
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In case of compressed mode by puncturing and fixed positions, for some calculations, N'data,* is used for radio frames 

with gap instead of ,*dataN , where )(15 '
2

'
1

'
,* datadatadata NNPN +××= . '

1dataN and '
2dataN  are the number of bits in 

the data fields of the slot format used for the current compressed mode, i.e. slot format A or B as defined in [1] 
corresponding to the Spreading Factor and the number of transmitted slots in use. 

The number of bits corresponding to the gap for TrCH i, in each radio frame of its TTI is calculated using the number of 
bits to remove on all Physical Channels NTGL[k], where k is the radio frame number in the largest TTI. 

For each radio frame k of the largest TTI that is overlapping with a transmission gap, NTGL[k] is given by the relation: 

'
,*15 dataN

TGL × , if Nfirst + TGL ≤ 15  

'
,*15

15
data

first
N

N
×

−
, in first radio frame of the gap if Nfirst + TGL > 15 

'
,*15

)15(
data

first
N

NTGL
×

−−
, in second radio frame of the gap if Nfirst + TGL > 15 

Nfirst and TGL are defined in clause 4.4. 

Note that N TGL [k] = 0 if radio frame k is not overlapping with a transmission gap. 

4.2.7.2.1 Determination of rate matching parameters for fixed positions of TrCHs 

4.2.7.2.1.1 Calculation of ΔNi,max for normal mode and compressed mode by higher layer 
scheduling and spreading factor reduction 

First an intermediate calculation variable ,*iN  is calculated for all transport channels i by the following formula: 

 
( ) ⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
×=

∈
TTI
li

iTFSli
i N

F
N ,,* max

1  

In order to compute the TTI
liN ,Δ  parameters for all TrCH i and all TF l, we first compute an intermediate parameter 

ΔNi,max by the following formula, where ,*iNΔ  is derived from ,*iN  by the formula given at clause 4.2.7: 

 ,*, iimaxi NFN Δ×=Δ  

If 0, =Δ maxiN  then, for TrCH i, the output data of the rate matching is the same as the input data and the rate 

matching algorithm of clause 4.2.7.5 does not need to be executed. In this case we have: 

 ( ) 0, =Δ∈∀ TTI
liNiTFSl  

If 0, ≠Δ maxiN  the parameters listed in clauses 4.2.7.2.1.3 and 4.2.7.2.1.4 shall be used for determining eini, eplus, and 

eminus, and TTI
liN ,Δ . 

4.2.7.2.1.2 Calculations for compressed mode by puncturing 

Calculations of mTTI
iN ,

max,Δ  for all TTI m within largest TTI, for all TrCH i 

First an intermediate calculation variable ,*iN  is calculated for all transport channels i by the following formula: 

 
( ) ⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
×=

∈
TTI
li

iTFSli
i N

F
N ,,* max

1  

=TGLN  
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Then an intermediate calculation variable n
iN ,*Δ  is derived from ,*iN  by the formula given at clause 4.2.7, for all TrCH 

i and all frames n in the largest TTI, from the formula given at clause 4.2.7 using Ndata,*, when index n designates a 

radio frame of the largest TTI that is not overlapping with a transmission gap, and using N'data,* instead of Ndata,*, when 

index n designate a frame that is overlapping with a transmission gap. 

In order to compute the mTTI
liN ,
,Δ  parameters for all TrCH i, all TF l and all TTI with number m in the largest TTI, we 

first compute an intermediate parameter m
iN max,Δ  by the following formula: 

 

( )

∑
−×+=

×=

Δ=Δ
11

,*max,

i

i

Fmn

Fmn

n
i

m
i NN  

Calculations of n
iNp max,  and mTTI

iNp ,
max,  

Let n
iNp max,  be the number of bits to eliminate on TrCH i to create the gap for compressed mode, in each radio frame k 

of the TTI, calculated for the Transport Format Combination of TrCH i, in which the number of bits of TrCH i is at its 
maximum. 

n
iNp max,  is calculated for each radio frame k of the TTI in the following way. 

Intermediate variables Zi for i = 1 to I are calculated using the formula (1) in clause 4.2.7, by replacing Ndata,j by 

NTGL[n]. 

Then n
iNp max,  = (Zi – Zi - 1) for i = 1 to I 

The total number of bits mTTI
iNp ,

max,  corresponding to the gaps for compressed mode for TrCH i in the TTI is calculated 

as: 

 

( )

∑
−×+=

×=

=
11

max,
,

max,

i

i

Fmn

Fmn

n
i

mTTI
i NpNp  

The amount of rate matching mcmTTI
iN ,,

max,Δ  for the highest TrCH bit rate is then computed by the following formula: 

 mcmTTI
iN ,,

max,Δ = m
iN max,Δ - mTTI

iNp ,
max,  

If mcmTTI
iN ,,

max,Δ  = 0, then, for TrCH i, the output data of the rate matching is the same as the input data and the rate 

matching algorithm of clause 4.2.7.5 does not need to be executed. 

If 0,,
max, ≠Δ mcmTTI

iN , then, for TrCH i, the rate matching algorithm of clause 4.2.7.5 needs to be executed, and the 

parameters listed in clauses 4.2.7.2.1.3 and 4.2.7.2.1.4 shall be used for determining eini, eplus, and eminus, and 
mTTI

liN ,
,Δ . 

4.2.7.2.1.3 Determination of rate matching parameters for uncoded and convolutionally encoded 
TrCHs 

 maxii NN ,Δ=Δ  

For compressed mode by puncturing, ΔNi is defined as: ΔNi = mcmTTI
iN ,,

max,Δ , instead of the previous relation. 
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a = 2  

 
( )

TTI
il

iTFSl
max NN

∈
= max  

For each transmission time interval of TrCH i with TF l, the rate-matching pattern is calculated with the algorithm in 
clause 4.2.7.5. The following parameters are used as input: 

 TTI
ili NX =  

 =inie 1 

 maxplus Nae ×=  

 ius Nae Δ×=min  

Puncturing if 0<Δ iN , repetition otherwise. The values of TTI
liN ,Δ may be computed by counting repetitions or 

puncturing when the algorithm of clause 4.2.7.5 is run. The resulting values of TTI
liN ,Δ  can be represented with 

following expression. 

 )sgn(, i
max

iiTTI
li N

N

XN
N Δ×

⎥
⎥
⎥

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎡ ×Δ
=Δ  

For compressed mode by puncturing, the above formula produces mTTI
liN ,
,Δ  instead of TTI

liN ,Δ . 

4.2.7.2.1.4 Determination of rate matching parameters for Turbo encoded TrCHs 

If repetition is to be performed on turbo encoded TrCHs, i.e. 0, >Δ maxiN , the parameters in clause 4.2.7.2.1.3 are used. 

If puncturing is to be performed, the parameters below shall be used. Index b is used to indicate systematic (b = 1), 
1st parity (b = 2), and 2nd parity bit (b = 3). 

a = 2 when b = 2 

a = 1 when b = 3 

The bits indicated by b = 1 shall not be punctured. 
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In Compressed Mode by puncturing the following relations are used instead of the previous ones: 

 b
iNΔ  = ⎣ ⎦2,,

max,
mcmTTI

iNΔ , for b = 2 

 b
iNΔ I; = ⎡ ⎤2,,

max,
mcmTTI

iNΔ , for b = 3 

 
( )

)3/(max TTI
il

iTFSl
max NN

∈
=  

For each transmission time interval of TrCH i with TF l, the rate-matching pattern is calculated with the algorithm in 
clause 4.2.7.5. The following parameters are used as input: 

 3/TTI
ili NX =  

 maxini Ne =  
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 maxplus Nae ×=  

 b
ius Nae Δ×=min  

The values of TTI
liN ,Δ may be computed by counting puncturing when the algorithm of clause 4.2.7.5 is run. The 

resulting values of TTI
liN ,Δ  can be represented with following expression. 
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, 5.0  

In the above equation, the first term of the right hand side represents the amount of puncturing for b = 2 and the second 
term represents the amount of puncturing for b = 3. 

For compressed mode by puncturing, the above formula produces mTTI
liN ,
,Δ  instead of TTI

liN ,Δ . 

4.2.7.2.2 Determination of rate matching parameters for flexible positions of TrCHs 

4.2.7.2.2.1 Calculations for normal mode, compressed mode by higher layer scheduling, and 
compressed mode by spreading factor reduction 

First an intermediate calculation variable ijN  is calculated for all transport channels i and all transport format 

combinations j by the following formula: 

 ( )
TTI

jTFi
i

ji
i

N
F

N ,,
1 ⋅=  

Then rate matching ratios RFi are calculated for each the transport channel i in order to minimize the number of 

DTX bits when the bit rate of the CCTrCH is maximum. The RFi ratios are defined by the following formula: 
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jii
TFCSj
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The computation of TTI
liN ,Δ  parameters is then performed in two phases. In a first phase, tentative temporary values of 

TTI
liN ,Δ  are computed, and in the second phase they are checked and corrected. The first phase, by use of the RFi ratios, 

ensures that the number of DTX indication bits inserted is minimum when the CCTrCH bit rate is maximum, but it does 
not ensure that the maximum CCTrCH bit rate is not greater than Ndata,*. per 10ms. The latter condition is ensured 

through the checking and possible corrections carried out in the second phase. 

At the end of the second phase, the latest value of TTI
liN ,Δ is the definitive value. 

The first phase defines the tentative temporary TTI
liN ,Δ  for all transport channel i and any of its transport format l by use 

of the following formula: 
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The second phase is defined by the following algorithm: 

for all j  in TFCS in ascending order of TFCI do   -- for all TFC 
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( ) ( )
∑

=

=

Δ+
=

Ii

i i

TTI
jTFi

TTI
jTFi

F

NN
D ii

1

,,
  -- CCTrCH bit rate (bits per 10ms) for TFC l 

if ,*dataND >  then 

for i = 1 to I do      -- for all TrCH 

jii NFN ,Δ⋅=Δ    -- jiN ,Δ  is derived from jiN ,  by the formula given at clause 4.2.7. 

if ( ) NN TTI
jTFi i

Δ>Δ , then 

( ) NNTTI
jTFi i

Δ=Δ ,  

end-if 

end-for 

end-if 

end-for 

If 0, =Δ TTI
liN  then, for TrCH i at TF l, the output data of the rate matching is the same as the input data and the rate 

matching algorithm of clause 4.2.7.5 does not need to be executed. 

If 0, ≠Δ TTI
liN  the parameters listed in clauses 4.2.7.2.2.2 and 4.2.7.2.2.3 shall be used for determining eini, eplus, and 

eminus. 

4.2.7.2.2.2 Determination of rate matching parameters for uncoded and convolutionally encoded 
TrCHs 

 TTI
ili NN Δ=Δ  

a = 2 

For each transmission time interval of TrCH i with TF l, the rate-matching pattern is calculated with the algorithm in 
clause 4.2.7.5. The following parameters are used as input: 

 TTI
ili NX =  

 =inie 1 

 TTI
ilplus Nae ⋅=  

 ius Nae Δ⋅=min  

puncturing for 0<Δ iN , repetition otherwise. 

4.2.7.2.2.3 Determination of rate matching parameters for Turbo encoded TrCHs 

If repetition is to be performed on turbo encoded TrCHs, i.e. 0>Δ TTI
ilN , the parameters in clause 4.2.7.2.2.2 are used. 

If puncturing is to be performed, the parameters below shall be used. Index b is used to indicate systematic (b = 1), 
1st parity (b = 2), and 2nd parity bit (b = 3). 

a = 2 when b = 2 

a = 1 when b = 3 
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The bits indicated by b = 1 shall not be punctured. 

 ⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

=Δ
=Δ=Δ

3   , 2

2   , 2

bN

bN
N

TTI
il

TTI
il

i  

For each transmission time interval of TrCH i with TF l, the rate-matching pattern is calculated with the algorithm in 
clause 4.2.7.5. The following parameters are used as input: 

 3/TTI
ili NX =  

 iini Xe =  

 iplus Xae ⋅=  

 ius Nae Δ⋅=min  

4.2.7.3 Bit separation and collection in uplink 

The systematic bits of turbo encoded TrCHs shall not be punctured, however, systematic bits for trellis termination may 
be punctured. The systematic bits, first parity bits, and second parity bits in the bit sequence input to the rate matching 
block are therefore separated into three sequences, one sequence containing all of the systematic bits and some 
systematic, first and second parity trellis termination bits; the second sequence containing all of the first parity bits and 
some systematic, first and second parity trellis termination bits and the third sequence containing all of the second parity 
bits and some systematic, first and second parity trellis termination bits. Puncturing is only applied to second and third 
sequences. 

The bit separation function is transparent for uncoded TrCHs, convolutionally encoded TrCHs, and for turbo encoded 
TrCHs with repetition. The bit separation and bit collection are illustrated in figures 5 and 6. 
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Figure 5: Puncturing of turbo encoded TrCHs in uplink 
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Figure 6: Rate matching for uncoded TrCHs, convolutionally encoded TrCHs, 
and for turbo encoded TrCHs with repetition in uplink 

The bit separation is dependent on the 1st interleaving and offsets are used to define the separation for different TTIs. 
The sequence denoted as b = 1 contains all of the systematic bits and some systematic, first and second parity trellis 
termination bits; the sequence denoted as b = 2 contains all of the first parity bits and some systematic, first and second 
parity trellis termination bits; the sequence denoted as b = 3 contains all of the second parity bits and some systematic, 
first and second parity trellis termination bits. The offsets αb for these sequences are listed in table 4. 

Table 4: TTI dependent offset needed for bit separation 

TTI (ms) α1 α2 α3 

10, 40 0 1 2 
20, 80 0 2 1 

 

The bit separation is different for different radio frames in the TTI. A second offset is therefore needed. The radio frame 

number for TrCH i is denoted by ni. and the offset by 
inβ . 

Table 5: Radio frame dependent offset needed for bit separation 

TTI (ms) β0 β1 β2 β3 β4 β5 β6 β7 

10 0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
20 0 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA 
40 0 1 2 0 NA NA NA NA 
80 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 
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4.2.7.3.1 Bit separation 

The bits input to the rate matching are denoted by
iiNiii eeee ,,,, 321 K , where i is the TrCH number and Ni is the number 

of bits input to the rate-matching block. Note that the transport format combination number j for simplicity has been left 
out in the bit numbering, i.e. Ni = Nij. The bits after separation are denoted by

ibiXbibibi xxxx ,,,, 321 K . For turbo 

encoded TrCHs with puncturing, b indicates the three sequences defined in clause 4.2.7.3 .The sequence denoted as 
b = 1 contains all of the systematic bits and some systematic, first and second parity trellis termination bits; the 
sequence denoted as b = 2 contains all of the first parity bits and some systematic, first and second parity trellis 
termination bits; the sequence denoted as b = 3 contains all of the second parity bits and some systematic, first and 
second parity trellis termination bits. For all other cases b is defined to be 1. Xi is the number of bits in each separated 

bit sequence. The relation between eik and xbik is given below. 

For turbo encoded TrCHs with puncturing: 

3mod)(1)1(3,,,1 1 inkiki ex βα +++−=   k = 1, 2, 3, …, Xi    Xi = ⎣Ni / 3⎦ 

⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ kNikNi ii
ex ++ = 3/3,3/,,1    k = 1, …, Ni mod 3 

NOTE: When (Ni mod 3) = 0 this row is not needed. 

3mod)(1)1(3,,,2 2 inkiki ex βα +++−=   k = 1, 2, 3, …, Xi    Xi = ⎣Ni / 3⎦ 

3mod)(1)1(3,,,3 3 inkiki ex βα +++−=   k = 1, 2, 3, …, Xi    Xi = ⎣Ni / 3⎦ 

For uncoded TrCHs, convolutionally encoded TrCHs, and turbo encoded TrCHs with repetition: 

kiki ex ,,,1 =   k = 1, 2, 3, …, Xi    Xi = Ni 

4.2.7.3.2 Bit collection 

The bits xbik are input to the rate-matching algorithm described in clause 4.2.7.5. The bits output from the rate-matching 

algorithm are denoted
ibiYbibibi yyyy ,,,, 321 K . 

Bit collection is the inverse function of the separation. The bits after collection are denoted by 
ibiYbibibi zzzz ,,,, 321 K . 

After bit collection, the bits indicated as punctured are removed and the bits are then denoted by
iiViii ffff ,,,, 321 K , 

where i is the TrCH number and Vi = Nij + ΔNij. The relations between ybik, zbik, and fik are given below.  

For turbo encoded TrCHs with puncturing (Yi = Xi): 

kiki yz
in ,,13mod)(1)1(3, 1

=+++− βα   k = 1, 2, 3, …, Yi 

⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ kNikNi ii
yz ++ = 3/,,13/3,    k = 1, …, Ni mod 3 

NOTE: When (Ni mod 3) = 0 this row is not needed. 

kiki yz
in ,,23mod)(1)1(3, 2

=+++− βα   k = 1, 2, 3, …, Yi 

kiki yz
in ,,33mod)(1)1(3, 3

=+++− βα   k = 1, 2, 3, …, Yi 

After the bit collection, bits zi,k with value δ, where δ∉ {0, 1}, are removed from the bit sequence. Bit fi,1 corresponds 

to the bit zi,k with smallest index k after puncturing, bit fi,2 corresponds to the bit zi,k with second smallest index k after 
puncturing, and so on. 
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For uncoded TrCHs, convolutionally encoded TrCHs, and turbo encoded TrCHs with repetition: 

kiki yz ,,1, =   k = 1, 2, 3, …, Yi 

When repetition is used, fi,k = zi,k and Yi = Vi. 

When puncturing is used, Yi = Xi and bits zi,k with value δ, where δ∉ {0, 1}, are removed from the bit sequence. Bit fi,1 

corresponds to the bit zi,k with smallest index k after puncturing, bit fi,2 corresponds to the bit zi,k with second smallest 

index k after puncturing, and so on. 

4.2.7.4 Bit separation and collection in downlink 

The systematic bits of turbo encoded TrCHs shall not be punctured, however, systematic bits for trellis termination may 
be punctured. The systematic bits, first parity bits and second parity bits in the bit sequence input to the rate matching 
block are therefore separated into three sequences, one sequence containing all of the systematic bits and some 
systematic, first and second parity trellis termination bits; the second sequence containing all of the first parity bits and 
some systematic, first and second parity trellis termination bits and the third sequence containing all of the second parity 
bits and some systematic, first and second parity trellis termination bits. Puncturing is only applied to the second and 
third sequences.  

The bit separation function is transparent for uncoded TrCHs, convolutionally encoded TrCHs, and for turbo encoded 
TrCHs with repetition. The bit separation and bit collection are illustrated in figures 7 and 8. 
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Figure 7: Puncturing of turbo encoded TrCHs in downlink 
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Figure 8: Rate matching for uncoded TrCHs, convolutionally encoded TrCHs, 
and for turbo encoded TrCHs with repetition in downlink 

4.2.7.4.1 Bit separation 

The bits input to the rate matching are denoted by
iiEiii cccc ,,,, 321 K , where i is the TrCH number and Ei is the number 

of bits input to the rate matching block. Note that Ei is a multiple of 3 for turbo encoded TrCHs and that the transport 

format l for simplicity has been left out in the bit numbering, i.e. Ei = TTI
ilN . The bits after separation are denoted 

by
ibiXbibibi xxxx ,,,, 321 K . For turbo encoded TrCHs with puncturing, b indicates the three sequences defined in 

clause 4.2.7.4. For all other cases b is defined to be 1. Xi is the number of bits in each separated bit sequence. The 

relation between cik and xbik is given below. 

For turbo encoded TrCHs with puncturing: 

1)1(3,,,1 +−= kiki cx    k = 1, 2, 3, …, Xi    Xi = Ei / 3 

2)1(3,,,2 +−= kiki cx    k = 1, 2, 3, …, Xi    Xi = Ei / 3 

3)1(3,,,3 +−= kiki cx    k = 1, 2, 3, …, Xi    Xi = Ei / 3 

For uncoded TrCHs, convolutionally encoded TrCHs, and turbo encoded TrCHs with repetition: 

kiki cx ,,,1 =    k = 1, 2, 3, …, Xi    Xi = Ei 

4.2.7.4.2 Bit collection 

The bits xbik are input to the rate-matching algorithm described in clause 4.2.7.5. The bits output from the rate-matching 

algorithm are denoted
ibiYbibibi yyyy ,,,, 321 K . 

Bit collection is the inverse function of the separation. The bits after collection are denoted by 
ibiYbibibi zzzz ,,,, 321 K . 

After bit collection, the bits indicated as punctured are removed and the bits are then denoted by
iiGiii gggg ,,,, 321 K , 

where i is the TrCH number and Gi = TTI
ilN  + TTI

ilNΔ . The relations between ybik, zbik, and gik are given below.  

For turbo encoded TrCHs with puncturing (Yi = Xi): 

kiki yz ,,11)1(3, =+−    k = 1, 2, 3, …, Yi 

kiki yz ,,22)1(3, =+−    k = 1, 2, 3, …, Yi 
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kiki yz ,,33)1(3, =+−    k = 1, 2, 3, …, Yi 

After the bit collection, bits zi,k with value δ, where δ∉ {0, 1}, are removed from the bit sequence. Bit gi,1 corresponds 

to the bit zi,k with smallest index k after puncturing, bit gi,2 corresponds to the bit zi,k with second smallest index k after 
puncturing, and so on. 

For uncoded TrCHs, convolutionally encoded TrCHs, and turbo encoded TrCHs with repetition: 

kiki yz ,,1, =   k = 1, 2, 3, …, Yi 

When repetition is used, gi,k = zi,k and Yi = Gi. 

When puncturing is used, Yi = Xi and bits zi,k with value δ, where δ∉ {0, 1}, are removed from the bit sequence. Bit gi,1 

corresponds to the bit zi,k with smallest index k after puncturing, bit gi,2 corresponds to the bit zi,k with second smallest 

index k after puncturing, and so on. 

4.2.7.5 Rate matching pattern determination 

Denote the bits before rate matching by:  

iiXiii xxxx ,,,, 321 K , where i is the TrCH number and the sequence is defined in clause 4.2.7.3 for uplink or in 

clause 4.2.7.4 for downlink. Parameters Xi, eini, eplus, and eminus are given in clause 4.2.7.1 for uplink or in 
clause 4.2.7.2 for downlink. 

The rate-matching rule is as follows: 

if puncturing is to be performed  

e = eini   -- initial error between current and desired puncturing ratio  

m = 1   -- index of current bit 

do while m < = Xi 

e = e – eminus    -- update error 

if e < = 0 then   -- check if bit number m should be punctured 

set bit xi,m to δ where δ∉ {0, 1} 

e = e + eplus -- update error 

end if 

m = m + 1    -- next bit 

end do 

else 

e = eini    -- initial error between current and desired puncturing ratio 

m = 1    -- index of current bit 

do while m < = Xi  

e = e – eminus    -- update error 

do while e < = 0   -- check if bit number m should be repeated 

repeat bit xi,m  
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e = e + eplus -- update error 

end do 

m = m + 1    -- next bit 

end do 

end if 

A repeated bit is placed directly after the original one. 

4.2.8 TrCH multiplexing 

Every 10 ms, one radio frame from each TrCH is delivered to the TrCH multiplexing. These radio frames are serially 
multiplexed into a coded composite transport channel (CCTrCH). 

The bits input to the TrCH multiplexing are denoted by 
iiViii ffff ,,,, 321 K , where i is the TrCH number and Vi is the 

number of bits in the radio frame of TrCH i. The number of TrCHs is denoted by I. The bits output from TrCH 

multiplexing are denoted by Sssss ,,,, 321 K , where S is the number of bits, i.e. ∑=
i

iVS . The TrCH multiplexing is 

defined by the following relations: 

kk fs 1=  k = 1, 2, …, V1 

),(2 1Vkk fs −=  k = V1 + 1, V1 + 2, …, V1 + V2 

))(,(3 21 VVkk fs +−=  k = (V1 + V2) + 1, (V1 + V2) + 2, …, (V1 + V2) + V3  

K  

))((, 121 −+++−=
IVVVkIk fs

K

 k = (V1 + V2 + … + VI-1) + 1, (V1 + V2 + … + VI-1) + 2, …, (V1 + V2 + … + VI-1) + VI  

4.2.9 Insertion of discontinuous transmission (DTX) indication bits 

In the downlink, DTX is used to fill up the radio frame with bits. The insertion point of DTX indication bits depends on 
whether fixed or flexible positions of the TrCHs in the radio frame are used. It is up to the USRAN to decide for each 
CCTrCH whether fixed or flexible positions are used during the connection. DTX indication bits only indicate when the 
transmission should be turned off, they are not transmitted.  

4.2.9.1 1st insertion of DTX indication bits 

This step of inserting DTX indication bits is used only if the positions of the TrCHs in the radio frame are fixed. With 
fixed position scheme a fixed number of bits is reserved for each TrCH in the radio frame. 

The bits from rate matching are denoted by 
iiGiii gggg ,,,, 321 K , where Gi is the number of bits in one TTI of TrCH i. 

Denote the number of bits in one radio frame of TrCH i by Hi. Denote Di the number of bits output of the first DTX 
insertion block. 

In normal or compressed mode by spreading factor reduction, Hi is constant and corresponds to the maximum number 

of bits from TrCH i in one radio frame for any transport format of TrCH i. and Di = Fi x Hi. 

In compressed mode by puncturing, additional puncturing is performed in the rate-matching block. The empty positions 
resulting from the additional puncturing are used to insert p-bits in the first interleaving block, the DTX insertion is 
therefore limited to allow for later insertion of p-bits. Thus DTX bits are inserted until the total number of bits is Di 
where D i = F i x Hi,* -Np TTI, m 

i,max, and Hi = Ni,* + ΔNi,*. 
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The bits output from the DTX insertion is denoted by h i1, h i2, h i3, …, h iDi Note that these bits are three valued. They 

are defined by the following relations: 

ikik gh =  k = 1, 2, 3, …, Gi 

δ=ikh  k = Gi + 1, Gi + 2, Gi + 3, …, Di 

where DTX indication bits are denoted by δ. Here gik ∈ {0, 1} and δ ∉ {0, 1}. 

4.2.9.2 2nd insertion of DTX indication bits 

The DTX indication bits inserted in this step shall be placed at the end of the radio frame. Note that the DTX will be 
distributed over all slots after 2nd interleaving. 

The bits input to the DTX insertion block are denoted by Sssss ,,,, 321 K ,where S is the number of bits from TrCH 

multiplexing. The number of PhCHs is denoted by P and the number of bits in one radio frame, including DTX 
indication bits, for each PhCH by R..  

In normal mode ( )21
,* 15 datadata

data NN
P

N
R +×== , where Ndata1 and Ndata2 are defined in [1].  

For compressed mode, N'data,* is defined as )(15 '
2

'
1

'
,* datadatadata NNPN +××= . '

1dataN and '
2dataN  are the number of 

bits in the data fields of the slot format used for the current compressed mode, i.e. slot format A or B as defined in [1] 
corresponding to the Spreading Factor and the number of transmitted slots in use. 

In case of compressed mode by puncturing and fixed positions, DTX shall be inserted until N'data,*, bits, since the exact 

room for the gap is already reserved thanks to the earlier insertion of the p-bits. Therefore R is defined as 

R = N'data,* / P. 

In compressed mode by higher layer scheduling, additional DTX with respect to normal mode shall be inserted if the 
transmission time reduction by higher layer scheduling does not exactly create a transmission gap of the desired TGL. 
The number of bits available to the CCTrCH in one radio frame in compressed mode by SF reduction and by higher 

layer scheduling is denoted by cm
dataN ,* and

P

N
R

cm
data,*=  

For the transmission time reduction by SF/2 method in compressed mode 
2

' ,*
,*

datacm
data

N
N =  

For compressed mode by higher layer scheduling the exact value of cm
dataN ,* is dependent on the TGL which is signalled 

from higher layers. It can be calculated as TGLdata
cm
data NNN −= '

,*,* . 

NTGL is the number of bits that are located within the transmission gap and defined as: 

'
,*15 dataN

TGL × , if Nfirst + TGL ≤ 15 

'
,*15

15
data

first
N

N
×

−
, in first frame if Nfirst + TGL > 15 

'
,*15

)15(
data

first
N

NTGL
×

−−
, in second frame if Nfirst + TGL > 15 

 

Nfirst and TGL are defined in clause 4.4. 

=TGLN  
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The bits output from the DTX insertion block are denoted by )(321 ,,,, PRwwww K . Note that these bits are four 

valued in case of compressed mode by puncturing, and three valued otherwise. They are defined by the following 
relations: 

kk sw =  k = 1, 2, 3, …, S 

δ=kw  k = S + 1, S + 2, S + 3, …, P⋅R 

where DTX indication bits are denoted by δ. Here sk ∈ {0,1, p}and δ ∉ {0,1}. 

4.2.10 Physical channel segmentation 

When more than one PhCH is used, physical channel segmentation divides the bits among the different PhCHs. The bits 
input to the physical channel segmentation are denoted by Xxxxx ,,,, 321 K , where X is the number of bits input to the 

physical channel segmentation block. The number of PhCHs is denoted by P. 

The bits after physical channel segmentation are denoted pUppp uuuu ,,,, 321 K , where p is PhCH number and U is the 

number of bits in one radio frame for each PhCH, i.e. U = (X – NTGL) / P for compressed mode by puncturing, and 

P

X
U = otherwise. The relation between xk and upk is given below. 

For all modes, some bits of the input flow are mapped to each code until the number of bits on the code is U. For modes 
other than compressed mode by puncturing, all bits of the input flow are taken to be mapped to the codes. For 
compressed mode by puncturing, only the bits of the input flow not corresponding to bits p are taken to be mapped to 
the codes, each bit p is removed to ensure creation the gap required by the compressed mode, as described below. 

Bits on first PhCH after physical channel segmentation: 

 u1, k = xi, f(k) k = 1, 2, …, U 

Bits on second PhCH after physical channel segmentation: 

u2, k = xi, f(k + U) k = 1, 2, …, U 

… 

Bits on the Pth PhCH after physical channel segmentation: 

uP, k = xi, f(k + (P - 1)×U)  k = 1, 2, …, U 

Where f is such that: 

- for modes other than compressed mode by puncturing, xi, f(k) = xi, k, i.e. f(k) = k, for all k. 

- for compressed mode by puncturing, bit u1,1 corresponds to the bit xi,k with smallest index k when the bits p 

are not counted, bit u1,2 corresponds to the bit xi,k with second smallest index k when the bits p are not 

counted, and so on for bits u1,3, … u1, U, u2, 1, u2, 2, …u2, U, …uP,1, uP,2,… uP,U, 

4.2.10.1 Relation between input and output of the physical segmentation block in 
uplink 

The bits input to the physical segmentation are denoted by Sssss ,,,, 321 K . Hence, xk = sk and Y = S. 

4.2.10.2 Relation between input and output of the physical segmentation block in 
downlink 

The bits input to the physical segmentation are denoted by )(321 ,,,, PUwwww K . Hence, xk = wk and Y = PU. 
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4.2.11 2nd interleaving 

The 2nd interleaving is a block interleaver with inter-column permutations. The bits input to the 2nd interleaver are 
denoted Upppp uuuu ,3,2,1, ,,,, K , where p is PhCH number and U is the number of bits in one radio frame for one 

PhCH. 

1) Set the number of columns C2 = 30. The columns are numbered 0, 1, 2, …, C2 - 1 from left to right. 

2) Determine the number of rows R2 by finding minimum integer R2 such that: 

U ≤ R2 × C2. 

3) The bits input to the 2nd interleaving are written into the R2 ×  C2 rectangular matrix row by row.  
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4) Perform the inter-column permutation based on the pattern P2 (j) (j = 0, 1, ..., C2 - 1) that is shown in table 6, 
where P2 (j) is the original column position of the j-th permuted column. After permutation of the columns, the 
bits are denoted by ypk. 
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5) The output of the 2nd interleaving is the bit sequence read out column by column from the inter-column 
permuted R2×C2 matrix. The output is pruned by deleting bits that were not present in the input bit sequence, 
i.e. bits ypk that corresponds to bits upk with k > U are removed from the output. The bits after 2nd interleaving 

are denoted by Uppp vvv ,2,1, ,,, K , where vp,1 corresponds to the bit yp,k with smallest index k after pruning, 

vp,2 to the bit yp,k with second smallest index k after pruning, and so on. 

Table 6: Inter-column permutation pattern for 2nd interleaving 

Number of column C2 Inter-column permutation pattern 
< P2(0), P2(1), …,P2(29) > 

30 
< 0, 20, 10, 5, 15, 25, 3, 13, 23, 8, 18, 28, 1, 11, 21, 
6, 16, 26, 4, 14, 24, 19, 9, 29, 12, 2, 7, 22, 27, 17 > 

 

4.2.12 Physical channel mapping 

The PhCH for both uplink and downlink is defined in [1]. The bits input to the physical channel mapping are denoted 
by pUpp vvv ,,, 21 K , where p is the PhCH number and U is the number of bits in one radio frame for one PhCH. The 

bits vpk are mapped to the PhCHs so that the bits for each PhCH are transmitted over the air in ascending order with 

respect to k. 
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In compressed mode, no bits are mapped to certain slots of the PhCH(s). If Nfirst + TGL ≤ 15, no bits are mapped to 

slots Nfirst to Nlast. If Nfirst + TGL > 15, i.e. the transmission gap spans two consecutive radio frames, the mapping is as 
follows: 

- In the first radio frame, no bits are mapped to slots Nfirst, Nfirst + 1, Nfirst + 2, …, 14. 

- In the second radio frame, no bits are mapped to the slots 0, 1, 2, …, Nlast. 

TGL, Nfirst, and Nlast are defined in clause 4.4. 

4.2.12.1 Uplink 

In uplink, the PhCHs used during a radio frame are either completely filled with bits that are transmitted over the air or 
not used at all. The only exception is when the UE is in compressed mode. The transmission can then be turned off 
during consecutive slots of the radio frame. 

4.2.12.2 Downlink 

In downlink, the PhCHs do not need to be completely filled with bits that are transmitted over the air. Bits vpk ∉{0, 1} 

are not transmitted. 

During compressed mode by reducing the spreading factor by 2, no bits are mapped to the DPDCH field as follows: 

If Nfirst + TGL ≤ 15, i.e. the transmission gap spans one radio frame, 

if Nfirst + 7 ≤ 14 

no bits are mapped to slots Nfirst,Nfirst + 1, Nfirst + 2,…, Nlast + (7-TGL) 

no bits are mapped to the first (NData1+ NData2) / 2 bit positions of slot Nlast + (8-TGL) 

else 

no bits are mapped to slots Nfirst, Nfirst + 1, Nfirst + 2,…, 14 

no bits are mapped to slots Nfirst - 1, Nfirst - 2, Nfirst - 3, …, Nfirs t- (7 - TGL - (14 - Nlast)) 

no bits are mapped to the last (NData1+ NData2) / 2 bit positions of slot Nfirst - (8 - TG - (14 - Nlast)) 

end if 

If Nfirst + TGL > 15, i.e. the transmission gap spans two consecutive radio frames,  

In the first radio frame, no bits are mapped to last (NData1+ NData2) / 2 bit positions in slot 7 as well as to slots 
8, 9, 10, ..., 14. 

In the second radio frame, no bits are mapped to slots 0, 1, 2, ..., 6 as well as to first (NData1+ NData2) / 2 bit 
positions in slot 7. 

NData1and NData2 are defined in [1]. 

4.2.13 Restrictions on different types of CCTrCHs 

Restrictions on the different types of CCTrCHs are described in general terms in TS 125 302 [6]. In this clause those 
restrictions are given with layer 1 notation. 

4.2.13.1 Uplink Dedicated channel (DCH) 

The maximum value of the number of TrCHs I in a CCTrCH, the maximum value of the number of transport blocks Mi 
on each transport channel, and the maximum value of the number of DPDCHs P are given from the UE capability class. 
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4.2.13.2 Random Access Channel (RACH) 

- There can only be one TrCH in each RACH CCTrCH, i.e. I = 1, sk = f1k and S = V1. 

- The maximum value of the number of transport blocks M1 on the transport channel is given from the UE 
capability class. 

- The transmission time interval is either 10 ms or 20 ms. 

- Only one PRACH is used, i.e. P = 1, u1k = sk, and U = S. 

- The Static rate matching parameter RM1 is not provided by higher layer signalling on the System information 
as the other transport channel parameters. Any value may be used as there is one transport channel in the 
CCTrCH, hence one transport channel per Transport Format Combination and no need to do any balancing 
between multiple transport channels. 

4.2.13.3 Downlink Dedicated Channel (DCH) 

The maximum value of the number of TrCHs I in a CCTrCH, the maximum value of the number of transport blocks Mi 
on each transport channel, and the maximum value of the number of DPDCHs P are given from the UE capability class. 

4.2.13.4 Downlink Shared Channel (DSCH) associated with a DCH 

- The spreading factor is indicated with the TFCI or with higher layer signalling on DCH. 

- The maximum value of the number of TrCHs I in a CCTrCH, the maximum value of the number of transport 
blocks MI on the transport channel and the maximum value of the number of PDSCHs P are given from the 
UE capability class. 

4.2.13.5 Broadcast channel (BCH) 

- There can only be one TrCH in the BCH CCTrCH, i.e. I = 1, sk = f1k, and S = V1. 

- There can only be one transport block in each transmission time interval, i.e. M1 = 1. 

- All transport format attributes have predefined values which are provided in [6] apart from the rate matching 
RM1. 

- The Static rate matching parameter RM1 is not provided by higher layer signalling neither fixed. Any value 

may be used as there is one transport channel in the CCTrCH, hence one transport channel per Transport 
Format Combination and no need to do any balancing between multiple transport channels. 

- Only one primary CCPCH is used, i.e. P = 1. 

4.2.13.6 Forward access and paging channels (FACH and PCH) 

- The maximum value of the number of TrCHs I in a CCTrCH and the maximum value of the number of 
transport blocks Mi on each transport channel are given from the UE capability class. 

- The transmission time interval for TrCHs of PCH type is always 10 ms. 

- Only one secondary CCPCH is used per CCTrCH, i.e. P = 1. 
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4.2.14 Multiplexing of different transport channels into one CCTrCH, and 
mapping of one CCTrCH onto physical channels 

The following rules shall apply to the different transport channels which are part of the same CCTrCH: 

1) Transport channels multiplexed into one CCTrCh shall have co-ordinated timings. When the TFCS of a 
CCTrCH is changed because one or more transport channels are added to the CCTrCH or reconfigured within 
the CCTrCH, or removed from the CCTrCH, the change may only be made at the start of a radio frame with 
CFN fulfilling the relation: 

CFN mod Fmax = 0, 

 Where Fmax denotes the maximum number of radio frames within the transmission time intervals of all 
transport channels which are multiplexed into the same CCTrCH, including any transport channels i which are 
added, reconfigured or have been removed, and CFN denotes the connection frame number of the first radio 
frame of the changed CCTrCH. 

 After addition or reconfiguration of a transport channel i within a CCTrCH, the TTI of transport channel i may 
only start in radio frames with CFN fulfilling the relation: 

CFNi mod Fi = 0. 

2) Only transport channels with the same active set can be mapped onto the same CCTrCH. 

3) Different CCTrCHs cannot be mapped onto the same PhCH. 

4) One CCTrCH shall be mapped onto one or several PhCHs. These physical channels shall all have the same SF. 

5) Dedicated Transport channels and common transport channels cannot be multiplexed into the same CCTrCH. 

6) For the common transport channels, only the FACH and PCH may belong to the same CCTrCH. 

There are hence two types of CCTrCH: 

1) CCTrCH of dedicated type, corresponding to the result of coding and multiplexing of one or several DCHs; 

2) CCTrCH of common type, corresponding to the result of the coding and multiplexing of a common channel, 
RACH in the uplink, DSCH, BCH, or FACH / PCH for the downlink. 

4.2.14.1 Allowed CCTrCH combinations for one UE 

4.2.14.1.1 Allowed CCTrCH combinations on the uplink 

A maximum of one CCTrCH is allowed for one UE on the uplink. It can be either: 

1) one CCTrCH of dedicated type; 

2) one CCTrCH of common type. 

4.2.14.1.2 Allowed CCTrCH combinations on the downlink 

The following CCTrCH combinations for one UE are allowed: 

- x CCTrCH of dedicated type + y CCTrCH of common type. The allowed combination of CCTrCHs of 
dedicated and common type is given from UE radio access capabilities. There can be a maximum on one 
CCTrCH of common type for DSCH and a maximum of one CCTrCH of common type for FACH. With one 
CCTrCH of common type for DSCH, there shall be at least one CCTrCH of dedicated type. 

NOTE 1: There is only one DPCCH in the uplink, hence one TPC bits flow on the uplink to control possibly the 
different DPDCHs on the downlink, part of the same or several CCTrCHs. 
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NOTE 2: There is only one DPCCH in the downlink, even with multiple CCTrCHs. With multiple CCTrCHs, the 
DPCCH is transmitted on one of the physical channels of that CCTrCH which has the smallest SF among 
the multiple CCTrCHs. Thus there is only one TPC command flow and only one TFCI word in downlink 
even with multiple CCTrCHs.  

4.2.15 Downlink data randomization 

For a downlink transport DCH, the bits output by the 2nd interleaver can be randomized, prior to mapping to the 
corresponding physical channel(s). This option is enabled by higher layers. 

The scrambling sequence is a segment of a Maximum Length (ML) sequence. The polynomial for the pseudo-random 
binary sequence generator is: 

G (D) = D20 + D9 + D5 + D3 + 1. 

The shift register generating the sequence is loaded with the sequence 00000100101010000000 every 720 ms, that is, 
every 72 radio frames. The first bit at the output of the generator is applied to the first bit of the radio frame for which 
(SFN modulo 72) = 0 in the corresponding BCH. 

The randomizer / de-randomizer operation is shown in figure 9, where Input Data can stand both for clear and 
randomized data, yielding respectively randomized and de-randomized data at the output. 

1 0 1 0 1 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Enable Input Data

Output Data

Initialisation Sequence:00000100101010000000

 

Figure 9: Scrambler operation 

4.3 Transport format detection 
If the transport format set of a TrCH i contains more than one transport format, the transport format can be detected 
according to one of the following methods: 

- TFCI based detection: This method is applicable when the transport format combination is signalled using the 
TFCI field; 

- explicit blind detection: This method typically consists of detecting the TF of TrCH i by use of channel 
decoding and CRC check; 

- guided detection: This method is applicable when there is at least one other TrCH i', hereafter called guiding 
TrCH, such that: 

- the guiding TrCH has the same TTI duration as the TrCH under consideration, i.e. Fi' = Fi; 

- different TFs of the TrCH under consideration correspond to different TFs of the guiding TrCH; 
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- explicit blind detection is used on the guiding TrCH. 

If the transport format set for a TrCH i contains one transport format only, no transport format detection needs to be 
performed for this TrCH. 

For uplink, blind transport format detection is a network controlled option. For downlink, the UE shall be capable of 
performing blind transport format detection, if certain restrictions on the configured transport channels are fulfilled. 

For a DPCH associated with a PDSCH, the DPCCH shall include TFCI. 

Power control commands are sent both in the up-and the down-link. There are a total of four different commands, 
namely increase large power step, increase normal power step, decrease normal power step and decrease large power 
step. They are issued and processed once every frame. 

Power control commands (and TFCI, if transmitted) are coded and sent following the procedure described in 
clause 4.3.3. 

4.3.1 Blind transport format detection 

When no TFCI is available then explicit blind detection or guided detection shall be performed on all TrCHs within the 
CCTrCH that have more than one transport format. The UE shall only be required to support blind transport format 
detection if all of the following restrictions are fulfilled: 

1) Only one CCTrCH is received by the UE; 

2) The number of CCTrCH bits received per radio frame is 600 or less; 

3) The number of transport format combinations of the CCTrCH is 64 or less; 

4) Fixed positions of the transport channels are used on the CCTrCH to be detected; 

5) Convolutional coding is used on all explicitly detected TrCHs; 

6) CRC is appended to all transport blocks on all explicitly detected TrCHs; 

7) The number of explicitly detected TrCHs is 3 or less; 

8) For all explicitly detected TrCHs i, the number of code blocks in one TTI (Ci) shall not exceed 1; 

9) The sum of the transport format set sizes of all explicitly detected TrCHs, is 16 or less. The transport format 
set size is defined as the number of transport formats within the transport format set; 

10) There is at least one TrCH that can be used as the guiding transport channel for all transport channels using 
guided detection. 

Examples of blind transport format detection methods are given in annex A. 

4.3.2 Transport format detection based on TFCI 

If a TFCI is available, then TFCI based detection shall be applicable to all TrCHs within the CCTrCH. The TFCI 
informs the receiver about the transport format combination of the CCTrCHs. As soon as the TFCI is detected, the 
transport format combination, and hence the transport formats of the individual transport channels are known. 

4.3.3 Coding of Transport-Format-Combination Indicator and Power 
Control Commands (TFCI / TPC) 

The TFCI / TPC grouping is encoded using a (32, 10) sub-code of the second order Reed-Muller code. The coding 
procedure is as shown in figure 10. 
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(32,10) sub-code of
second order

Reed-Muller code

TFCI/TPC code
word

b0...b31

TFCI/TPC
(10 bits)
a0...a9

 

Figure 10: Channel coding of TFCI / TPC information bits 

If the TFCI / TPC grouping consists of less than 10 bits, it is padded with zeros to 10 bits, by setting the most 
significant bits to zero. The length of the TFCI / TPC code word is 32 bits. 

The code words of the (32,10) sub-code of second order Reed-Muller code are linear combination of 10 basis 
sequences. The basis sequences are as in the following table 7. 

Table 7: Basis sequences for (32,10) TFCI / TPC code 

i Mi,0 Mi,1 Mi,2 Mi,3 Mi,4 Mi,5 Mi,6 Mi,7 Mi,8 Mi,9 

0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
2 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
3 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
4 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
5 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
6 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
7 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 
8 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 
9 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 

10 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 
11 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 
12 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
13 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
14 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
15 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 
16 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
17 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 
18 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 
19 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 
20 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
21 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 
22 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 
23 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
24 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 
25 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
26 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 
27 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
28 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
29 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
30 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
31 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 

 

Let's define the TFCI / TPC information bits as a0, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8, a9 (a0 is LSB and a9 is MSB). TPC 
occupies the LSB, and the MSB go for TFCI. The TFCI information bits shall correspond to the TFC index (expressed 
in unsigned binary form) defined by the RRC layer to reference the TFC of the CCTrCH in the associated DPCH radio 
frame. 

The output code word bits bi are given by: 

 2mod)(
,
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0
Mab ni

n
ni
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Where i = 0, …, 31. 
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The output bits are denoted by bk, k = 0, 1, 2, …, 31. 

In downlink, when the SF < 128 the encoded TFCI code words are repeated yielding 8 encoded TFCI / TPC bits per slot 
in normal mode and 16 encoded TFCI / TPC bits per slot in compressed mode. Mapping of repeated bits to slots is 
explained in clause 4.3.5. 

4.3.4 Operation of Transport-Format-Combination Indicator and Power 
Control Command (TFCI / TPC) in Split Mode 

If one of the DCH is associated with a DSCH, the TFCI / TPC code word may be split in such a way that the code word 
relevant for TFCI / TPC activity indication is not transmitted from every cell. The use of such functionality shall be 
indicated by higher layer signalling. 

The TFCI / TPC is encoded using a (16, 5) bi-orthogonal (or first order Reed-Muller) code. The coding procedure is as 
shown in figure 11. 

(16,5)
bi-orthgonal code

TFCI/TPC
(5 bits)

a2,0...a2,4

TFCI/TPC
(5 bits)

a1,0...a1,4

TFCI/TPC code
word

b1,b3...b31

TFCI/TPC code
word

b0,b2...b30

(16,5)
bi-orthgonal code

 

Figure 11: Channel coding of split mode TFCI / TPC information bits 

The code words of the (16,5) bi-orthogonal code are linear combinations of 5 basis sequences as defined in table 8. 

Table 8: Basis sequences for (16,5) TFCI / TPC code 

i Mi,0 Mi,1 Mi,2 Mi,3 Mi,4 

0 1 0 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 0 1 
2 1 1 0 0 1 
3 0 0 1 0 1 
4 1 0 1 0 1 
5 0 1 1 0 1 
6 1 1 1 0 1 
7 0 0 0 1 1 
8 1 0 0 1 1 
9 0 1 0 1 1 

10 1 1 0 1 1 
11 0 0 1 1 1 
12 1 0 1 1 1 
13 0 1 1 1 1 
14 1 1 1 1 1 
15 0 0 0 0 1 

 

Let's define a first set of TFCI information bits as a1,0; a1,1; a1,2; a1,3; a1,4 (a1,0 is LSB and a1,4 is MSB). This set of 
TFCI information bits shall correspond to the TFC index (expressed in unsigned binary form) defined by the RRC layer 
to reference the TFC of the DCH CCTrCH in the associated DPCH radio frame. 

Let's define a second set of TFCI information bits as a2,0; a2,1; a2,2; a2,3; a2,4 (a2,0 is LSB and a2,4 is MSB). This set of 
TFCI information bits shall correspond to the TFC index (expressed in unsigned binary form) defined by the RRC layer 
to reference the TFC of the associated DSCH CCTrCH in the corresponding PDSCH radio frame. 
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The output code word bits bk are given by: 

 2mod)(
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Where i = 0, …, 15. 

The output bits are denoted by bk, k = 0, 1, 2, …, 31. 

4.3.5 Mapping of TFCI / TPC words 

4.3.5.1 Mapping of TFCI / TPC word in normal mode 

The bits of the code word are directly mapped to the slots of the radio frame. Within a slot the bit with lower index is 
transmitted before the bit with higher index. The coded bits bk, are mapped to the transmitted TFCI / TPC bits dk, 
according to the following formula: 

 dk = bk mod 32 

For uplink physical channels regardless of the SF and downlink physical channels, if SF ≥ 128, k = 0, 1, 2, …, 29. Note 
that this means that bits b30 and b31 are not transmitted. 

For downlink physical channels whose SF < 128, k = 0, 1, 2, …, 119. Note that this means that bits b0 to b23 are 

transmitted four times and bits b24 to b31 are transmitted three times. 

4.3.5.2 Mapping of TFCI / TPC word in compressed mode 

The mapping of the TFCI / TPC bits in compressed mode is different for uplink, downlink with SF ≥ 128 and downlink 
with SF < 128. 

4.3.5.2.1 Uplink compressed mode 

For uplink compressed mode, the slot format is changed so that no TFCI / TPC coded bits are lost. The different slot 
formats in compressed mode do not match the exact number of TFCI / TPC coded bits for all possible TGLs. Repetition 
of the TFCI / TPC bits is therefore used. 

Denote the number of bits available in the TFCI / TPC fields of one compressed radio frame by D and the number of 
bits in the TFCI / TPC field in a slot by NTFCI / TPC. The parameter E is used to determine the number of the first 
TFCI / TPC bit to be repeated. 

E = Nfirst NTFCI / TPC, if the start of the transmission gap is allocated to the current frame. 
E = 0, if the start of the transmission gap is allocated to the previous frame and the end of the transmission gap is 
allocated to the current frame. 

The TFCI / TPC coded bits bk are mapped to the bits in the TFCI / TPC fields dk. The following relations define the 
mapping for each compressed frame. 

dk = bk 

Where k = 0, 1, 2, …, min (31, D - 1). 

If D > 32, the remaining positions are filled by repetition (in reversed order): 

dD-k - 1 = b(E + k) mod 32 

Where k = 0, …, D - 33. 
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4.3.5.2.2 Downlink compressed mode 

For downlink compressed mode, the slot format is changed so that no TFCI / TPC coded bits are lost. The different slot 
formats in compressed mode do not match the exact number of TFCI / TPC bits for all possible TGLs. DTX is therefore 
used if the number of bits available in the TFCI / TPC fields in one compressed frame exceeds the number of 
TFCI / TPC bits given from the slot format. The block of bits in the TFCI / TPC fields where DTX is used starts on the 
first TFCI / TPC field after the transmission gap. If there are more bits available in the TFCI / TPC fields before the 
transmission gap than TFCI / TPC bits, DTX is also used on the bits in the last TFCI / TPC fields before the 
transmission gap. 

Denote the number of bits available in the TFCI / TPC fields of one compressed radio frame by D and the number of 
bits in the TFCI / TPC field in a slot by NTFCI / TPC. The parameter E is used to determine the position of the first bit in 

the TFCI / TPC field on which DTX is used. 

E = Nfirst NTFCI / TPC, if the start of the transmission gap is allocated to the current frame. 

E = 0, if the start of the transmission gap is allocated to the previous frame and the end of the transmission gap is 
allocated to the current frame. 

Denote the total number of TFCI / TPC bits to be transmitted by F. F = 32 for slot formats nA or nB, 
where n = 0, 1, …, 11 (see table 7 in [1]). Otherwise, F = 128. The TFCI / TPC coded bits bk are mapped to the bits in 

the TFCI / TPC fields dk. The following relations define the mapping for each compressed frame. 

If E > 0, 

dk = bk mod 32 

Where k = 0, 1, 2, …, min (E, F) - 1. 

If E < F, 

dk + D-F = bk mod 32 

Where k = E, ..., F - 1. 

DTX is used on dk where k = min (E, F), ..., min (E, F) +D - F - 1. 

4.4 Compressed mode 
In compressed mode, TGL slots from Nfirst to Nlast are not used for transmission of data. As illustrated in figure 12, the 
instantaneous transmit power is increased in the compressed frame in order to keep the quality (BER, FER, etc.) 
unaffected by the reduced processing gain. The amount of power increase depends on the transmission time reduction 
method (see clause 4.4.3). What frames are compressed, are decided by the network. When in compressed mode, 
compressed frames can occur periodically, as illustrated in figure 12, or requested on demand. The rate and type of 
compressed frames is variable and depends on the environment and the measurement requirements. 

One frame
(10 ms) Transmission gap available for

inter-frequency measurements
 

Figure 12: Compressed mode transmission 
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4.4.1 Frame structure in the uplink 

The frame structure for uplink compressed mode is illustrated in figure 13. 

Slot # (Nlast + 1)

Data

Pilot TFCI/TPC

Slot # (Nfirst – 1)

Data

Pilot TFCI/TPC

transmission gap

 

Figure 13: Frame structure in uplink compressed transmission 

4.4.2 Frame structure types in the downlink 

There are two different types of frame structures defined for downlink compressed mode. Type A maximizes the 
transmission gap length and type B is optimized for power control. 

- With frame structure of type A, the pilot field of the last slot in the transmission gap is transmitted. 
Transmission is turned off during the rest of the transmission gap (figure 14(a)). 

- With frame structure of type B, the TPC field of the first slot in the transmission gap and the pilot field of the 
last slot in the transmission gap is transmitted. Transmission is turned off during the rest of the transmission 
gap (figure 14(b)). 

slot # (Nfirst - 1)

TFCI/

TPC
Data PL

slot # (Nlast + 1)

PL
TFCI/

TPC
Data PL

 

(a) Frame structure type A 

slot # (Nfirst - 1)

TFCI/

TPC
Data PL

TFCI/

TPC

slot # (Nlast + 1)

PL
TFCI/

TPC
Data PL

 

(b) Frame structure type B 

Figure 14: Frame structure types in downlink compressed transmission 

4.4.3 Transmission time reduction method 

When in compressed mode, the information normally transmitted during a 10 ms frame is compressed in time. The 
mechanisms provided for achieving this are puncturing, reduction of the spreading factor by a factor of two, and higher 
layer scheduling. In the downlink, all methods are supported while compressed mode by puncturing is not used in the 
uplink. The maximum idle length is defined to be 7 slots per one 10 ms frame. The slot formats that are used in 
compressed mode are listed in [1]. 

4.4.3.1 Compressed mode by puncturing 

During compressed mode, rate matching (puncturing) is applied for creating transmission gap in one frame. The 
algorithm for rate matching (puncturing) as described in clause 4.2.7 is used. 
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4.4.3.2 Compressed mode by reducing the spreading factor by 2 

During compressed mode, the spreading factor (SF) can be reduced by 2 during one radio frame to enable the 
transmission of the information bits in the remaining time slots of a compressed frame. 

On the downlink, USRAN can also order the UE to use a different scrambling code in compressed mode than in normal 
mode. If the UE is ordered to use a different scrambling code in compressed mode, then there is a one-to-one mapping 
between the scrambling code used in normal mode and the one used in compressed mode, as described in 
TS 125 211 [2], clause 5.2.1. 

4.4.3.3 Compressed mode by higher layer scheduling 

Compressed mode can be obtained by higher layer scheduling. Higher layers then set restrictions so that only a subset 
of the allowed TFCs is used in compressed mode. The maximum number of bits that will be delivered to the physical 
layer during the compressed radio frame is then known and a transmission gap can be generated. Note that in the 
downlink, the TFCI / TPC field is expanded on the expense of the data fields and this shall be taken into account by 
higher layers when setting the restrictions on the TFCs. Compressed mode by higher layer scheduling shall not be used 
with fixed starting positions of the TrCHs in the radio frame. 

4.4.4 Transmission gap position 

Transmission gaps can be placed at different positions as shown in figures 15 and 16 for each purpose such as 
interfrequency power measurement, acquisition of control channel of other system / carrier, and actual handover 
operation. 

When using single frame method, the transmission gap is located within the compressed frame depending on the 
transmission gap length (TGL) as shown in figure 15 (1). When using double frame method, the transmission gap is 
located on the center of two connected frames as shown in figure 15 (2). 

#14#Nfirst-1

(1) Single-frame method

(2) Double-frame method

First radio frame Second radio frame

Radio frameTransmission gap

Transmission gap

#0

#14

#Nlast+1

#Nfirst-1 #Nlast+1#0

 

Figure 15: Transmission gap position 

Parameters of the transmission gap positions are calculated as follows. 

TGL is the number of consecutive idle slots during the compressed mode transmission gap: 

TGL = 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 14 

Nfirst specifies the starting slot of the consecutive idle slots, 

Nfirst = 0,1,2,3,…,14. 
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Nlast shows the number of the final idle slot and is calculated as follows: 

If Nfirst + TGL ≤ 15, then Nlast = Nfirst + TGL – 1 (in the same frame); 

If Nfirst + TGL > 15, then Nlast = (Nfirst + TGL – 1) mod 15 (in the next frame). 

When the transmission gap spans two consecutive radio frames, Nfirst and TGL must be chosen so that at least 8 slots in 
each radio frame are transmitted. 

Radio frame

First radio frame Second radio frame
Transmission gap

(2) Double-frame method

(1) Single-frame method

:
:

:
:

Radio frame

Transmission gap

Transmission gap

Transmission gap

Transmission gap

Transmission gap

 

Figure 16: Transmission gap positions with different Nfirst 
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Annex A (informative): 
Blind transport format detection 

A.1 Blind transport format detection using fixed positions 

A.1.1 Blind transport format detection using received power ratio 
For the dual transport format case (the possible data rates are 0 and full rate, and CRC is only transmitted for full rate), 
blind transport format detection using received power ratio can be used. 

The transport format detection is then done using average received power ratio of DPDCH to DPCCH. Define the 
following: 

- Pc: Received power per bit of DPCCH calculated from all pilot and TPC bits per slot over a radio frame; 

- Pd: Received power per bit of DPDCH calculated from X bits per slot over a radio frame; 

- X: the number of DPDCH bits per slot when transport format corresponds to full rate; 

- T: Threshold of average received power ratio of DPDCH to DPCCH for transport format detection. 

The decision rule can then be formulated as: 

If Pd / Pc > T then: 

- full rate transport format detected; 

else 

- zero rate transport format detected. 

A.1.2 Blind transport format detection using CRC 
For the multiple transport format case (the possible data rates are 0, …, (full rate) / r, …, full rate, and CRC is 
transmitted for all transport formats), blind transport format detection using CRC can be used. 

At the transmitter, the data stream with variable number of bits from higher layers is block-encoded using a cyclic 
redundancy check (CRC) and then convolutionally encoded. CRC parity bits are attached just after the data stream with 
variable number of bits as shown in figure A.1. 

The receiver knows only the possible transport formats (or the possible end bit position {nend}) by Layer-3 negotiation. 
The receiver performs Viterbi-decoding on the soft decision sample sequence. The correct trellis path of the 
Viterbi-decoder ends at the zero state at the correct end bit position. 

The blind transport format detection method using CRC traces back the surviving trellis path ending at the zero state 
(hypothetical trellis path) at each possible end bit position to recover the data sequence. For each recovered data 
sequence error-detection is performed by checking the CRC, and if there is no error, the recovered sequence is declared 
to be correct. 

The following variable is defined: 

 s (nend) = - 10 log ((a0 (nend) – amin (nend)) / (amax (nend) - amin (nend))) [dB] (A.1) 

where amax (nend) and amin (nend) are the maximum and minimum path-metric values among all survivors at end bit 

position nend, and a0 (nend) is the path-metric value at zero state. 
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In order to reduce the probability of false detection (this happens if the selected path is wrong but the CRC misses the 
error detection), a path selection threshold D is introduced. The threshold D determines whether the hypothetical trellis 
path connected to the zero state should be traced back or not at each end bit position nend. If the hypothetical trellis path 
connected to the zero state that satisfies: 

 s (nend) ≤ D (A.2) 

is found, the path is traced back to recover the frame data, where D is the path selection threshold and a design 
parameter. 

If more than one end bit positions satisfying equation A.2 is found, the end bit position which has minimum value of 
s (nend) is declared to be correct. If no path satisfying equation A.2 is found even after all possible end bit positions 
have been exhausted, the received frame data is declared to be in error. 

Figure A.2 shows the procedure of blind transport format detection using CRC. 

Data with variable number of bits CRC Empty

nend = 1 nend = 2 nend = 3 nend = 4Possible end bit
positions nend

 

NOTE: Four possible transport formats, and transmitted end bit position nend = 3. 

 
Figure A.1: An example of data with variable number of bits 
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Comparison
of S(nend)

S(nend) =< D

S(nend) > D

NG

OK

Viterbi decoding (ACS operation)
to end bit position nend

Calculation of S(nend)

Calculation of CRC parity
for recovered data

CRC

Output detected
end bit position nend’ *

Smin =< S(nend)

END

Is nend the
maximum value?

Path selection

Tracing back
from end bit position nend

nend = nend + 1

nend = 1
Smin = D
nend’ = 0

START

Smin > S(nend)

Smin = S(nend)
nend’ = nend

No

Yes

* If the value of detected nend’ is
“0”, the received frame data is
declared to be in error.

 

Figure A.2: Basic processing flow of blind transport format detection 
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Annex B (informative): 
Compressed mode idle lengths 
Tables B.1 to B.3 show the resulting idle lengths for different transmission gap lengths, UL / DL modes and DL frame 
types. The idle lengths given are calculated purely from the slot and frame structures and the UL / DL offset. They do 
not contain margins for e.g. synthesizer switching. 

B.1 Idle lengths for DL, UL and DL + UL compressed 
mode 

Table B.1: Parameters for DL compressed mode 

TGL 
 

DL 
Frame 
Type 

Spreading 
Factor 

Idle length 
[ms] 

Transmission time 
Reduction method 

Idle frame 
Combining 

A 1,73 – 1,99 3 
B 1,60 – 1,86 

(S) 
(D) = (1,2) or (2,1) 

A 2,40 – 2,66 4 
B 2,27 – 2,53 

(S) 
(D) = (1,3), (2,2) or (3,1) 

A 3,07 – 3,33 5 
B 2,93 – 3,19 

(S) 
(D) = (1,4), (2,3), (3, 2) or 

(4,1) 
A 4,40 – 4,66 7 
B 4,27 – 4,53 

(S) 
(D) = (1,6), (2,5), (3,4), (4,3), 

(5,2) or (6,1) 
A 6,40 – 6,66 10 
B 6,27 – 6,53 

(D) = (3,7), (4,6), (5,5), (6,4) 
or (7,3) 

A 9,07 – 9,33 14 
B 

 
512 – 4 

8,93 – 9,19 

 
Puncturing,  

Spreading factor 
division by 2 or 

Higher layer 
scheduling 

(D) = (7,7) 

 

Table B.2: Parameters for UL compressed mode 

TGL 
 

Spreading 
Factor 

Idle length 
[ms] 

Transmission time 
Reduction method 

Idle frame 
Combining 

3 2,00 (S) 
(D) = (1,2) or (2,1) 

4 2,67 (S) 
(D) = (1,3), (2,2) or (3,1) 

5 3,33 (S) 
(D) = (1,4), (2,3), (3, 2) or 

(4,1) 
7 4,67 (S) 

(D)= (1,6), (2,5), (3,4), (4,3), 
(5,2) or (6,1) 

10 6,67 (D)= (3,7), (4,6), (5,5), (6,4) 
or (7,3) 

14 

 
256 – 4 

9,33 

 
Spreading factor 
division by 2 or 

Higher layer 
scheduling 

(D) = (7,7) 
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Table B.3: Parameters for combined UL / DL compressed mode 

TGL 
 

DL 
Frame 
Type 

Spreading 
Factor 

Idle length 
[ms] 

Transmission time 
Reduction method 

Idle frame 
Combining 

3 1,47 – 1,73 (S) 
(D) = (1,2) or (2,1) 

4 2,13 – 2,39 (S) 
(D) = (1,3), (2,2) or (3,1) 

5 2,80 – 3,06 (S) 
(D) = (1,4), (2,3), (3, 2) or 

(4,1) 
7 4,13 – 4,39 (S) 

(D) = (1,6), (2,5), (3,4), (4,3), 
(5,2) or (6,1) 

10 6,13 – 6,39 (D) = (3,7), (4,6), (5,5), (6,4) 
or (7,3) 

14 

 
A or B 

 
DL: 

512 – 4 
 

UL: 
256 – 4 

8,80 – 9,06 

 
DL: 

Puncturing,  
Spreading factor 
division by 2 or 

Higher layer 
scheduling 

 
UL: 

Spreading factor 
division by 2 or 

Higher layer 
scheduling (D) = (7,7) 

 

(S): Single-frame method as shown in figure 15 (1). 

(D): Double-frame method as shown in figure 15 (2). (x,y) indicates x: the number of idle slots in the first frame, 
y: the number of idle slots in the second frame. 

NOTE: Compressed mode by spreading factor reduction is not supported when SF = 4 is used in normal mode. 
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